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SUMMAY

Transport aircraft candinde crash scenarios were analyzed with Program

SKASH. Aircraft floor pulses and seat occupant responses are presented. The

study included 1) an evaluation of L1649 measured floor pulses during a six-

degree slope impact test, 2) an assessment of mass and size effects on the

peak responses, 3) analyses to determine responses of wide-body aircraft

candidate crash scenarios, 4) an evaluation of FAA-CAWI passenger seat test

results and, 5) an assessment of seat performance during potential crash

environments. A procedure by which crash environment dynamic .pulses can be

related to equivalent step pulses and to static loads is demonstrated.

Results of the study lead to the following conclusions:

1. Longitudinal-only pulses can be represented by equivalent step
inputs and/or static requirements. Equivalences for vertical-
only and combined loading need to be determined. A prime occurrence
of failure for seats subjected to lateral loads is at the seat-leg
attachment to the seat trackA

2. The L1649 crash test floor longitudinal pulse for the aft direction
(forward inertia) Is less than 9g static or an equivalent 5g step
pulse. The larger widebody floor pulse magnitudes are expected
to be lower than for the correspon.ding smaller narrow-body aircraft.
Aft inertia accelerations are extremely small (<3g transient) for
representative crash scenarios. Floor transient acceleration
pulses in the vertical, lateral and combined loading directions
need to be analyzed with regard to seat-occupant performance ustng
calibrated analytical models.

U 3. A viable .procedure to relate crash scenario floor pulses to standard
laboratory test data using current state-of-the-art analysis and
test procedures has been demnstrated.

Recommendations are presented with regard to extending current analysis

capability and performing additional tests to support and verify analytical

methodology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The results of a recent investigation of transport airplane accidents

(Reference 1) during the 1964-79 period resulted in the formulation of candi-

date crash scenarios. From Figure 1-1 it can be seen that the injury potential

in transport accidents determined from both National Transportation Safety

Board (NTSB) and Worldwide accident data is related to the accident condition.

Accidents that are initiated when the aircraft is on the ground or near the

run way, and where no hakards are involved, are not likely to be fatal. When

the impact occurs at high speed and at a large impact angle, the'atcident has

a high probability of fatality, In between the extremes, the outcome in

terms of occupant survivability depends on the surrounding hazards and post-

impact behavior. While no accidents are alike in every respect, there are

broad similarities for groups of accidents. From Figure 1-1 and Table 1-1

it can be seen that some accident types; i.e., controlled and uncontrolled

collisions with the ground, stalls and undershoots, and collisions with

obstacles, result in a relatively high percentage of fatal accidents. Acci-

dents, that occur on the airport runway or in the proximity of the airport

runway, rarely result in fatalities. Interestingly enough, several of these

latter types of accidents such as wheels-up and gear collapse accidents have

never resulted in a fatal accident. These accident types are addressed in

the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR 25) (Reference 2) in Sections 25.561

and 25.721.

Of major importance are the conditions under which airplane accidents

occur. In particular, location of the accident relative to the runway, hazards

and/or obstructions surrounding the airport, operating procedures on and

around the airport, and warning systems on aircraft are significant. The

following grouping is possible:

0 Airplane Design Related - accidents which occur around airports;
i.e., on the runway or within 350 a of the runway are only
moderately influenced by hazards and surrounding obstructions.

1-11
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TABLE 1-1. - COMPARISON OF FATAL ACCIDENT PERCENTAGES FOR
NTSB AND WORLDWIDE ACCIDENT SUMMARIES

UTS 164 - 77 We *la (11964 - 79)*

No. FeW NI. Tot No. Fal Me. Totw
AMW Typ AciW4n Aeddos % FaWi: Audlef Adetsb % Fold:

Cow1u i.id0 ei 26 32 31.3 U 100 U

U"uemiead udulii 20 23 7 27 40 67.A
SUN 4 15 26.7 16 33 4.6
Undmrhoot 4 26 16A 14 37 3735

Hhed mlg 2 30 6.7 2 51 3.

km up 0 20 0 0 27 0

Retmwud pr 0 16 0 0 57 0
Gucoliep 2 47 42 4 152 2.6
Swum 1 37 2.7 a s8 I

Ovwshoot 4 46 8.7 4 76 5.3

Collbion with obstuae 10 52 192 16 51 31A

Thru Mach 1979I
The terrain is easy to define and the airplane configuration readily
prescribed. The performance of the airplane for this type of crash
scenario is indicative of modern day jet transport crash capability
and an indication of the merits of current design requirements.

3 * Airport Environs Related - accidents which occur in the vicinity of
the airport, either on the runway or beyond the runway, and the
resultant damage is significantly influenced by hazards and
terrain conditions. The performance of the airplane for these
scenarios is to a large degree dependent on the airport surroundings.
Additional effort is needed to determine how improved design of air-
port environs and operating procedures can be incorporated to reduce
severity of this type of accident.

0 Warning System Related - accidents that occur away from the airport,
result from loss of airplane control, are a result of pilot disori-
entation or are caused by unreliable warning systems generally invol-

ryl ving impact at high speed, with a wide range of possible impact
attitudes and amongst hazardous terrain. The performance of the
airplane for these scenarios to a great extent is influenced by the
severity of the impact conditions, which in turn, results from the
pilot's inability to control the situation. Quite often this inabil-
ity on the part of the pilot is directly related to his "unawareness
of the situation" until it is too late to react in a manner to reduce3 the vulnerability of the aircraft to the impact conditions.

1-3I



Figure 1-2 show the accident data organized into three areas: airplane

design-related such as aborts/overruns, airport off-runway hazards, and

accident avoidance or warning system related.

Accident avoidance or "warning system related!' Improvements have resulted

in a substantial reduction in the ratio of accidents to departures in the past

20 years. These include cockpit design and communication, improved simulators

and trainers, improved system redundancy and improved air/ground traffic con-

trol systems. Further improvements in the use of ground proximity warning

systems (GPWS) and early detection devices could have a significant effect on

reducing the number of severe impact accidents. Preventing airplanes from

crashing into hillsides and mountains appears to be more prudent than designing

the airplane to resist the crash loads from such inadvertent and severe accidents.

By the same token, "airport environs related" improvements can be made

to standardize airport surroundings, to minimize the prospect of airplanes

in overrun and/or overshoot situations from impacting embankments, vehicles,

steel fences or going over ravines. Reasonable clearances up to 1,000 meters

beyond the runway should be considered.

"Airplane design related" improvements involving the design and per-

formance of the airplane structural systems under mild to moderately severe

crash conditions are of paramount concern. Overrun and hard/landing crash

scenarios have been presented in which impact and terrain conditions are

specified which are considered "survivable" in light of current airplane

capabrility. Extending the airplane capability beyond this current range of

conditions to unsy mme trical attitude, higher sink speeds, and hazardous ter-

rain requires additional analytical effort and empirical verification for

what amounts to a new definition of a "survivable crash environment."

Notwithstanding the fact that the overall safety record of transport

aircraft is excellent as measured in relative terms, Figure 1-3, and is in

an improving trend, Figure 1-4, there is a need to assure the safety of

occupants for as wide a range of crash environments, as is practical. In

addition, it is important to maintain the industry's enviable safety record

1-4
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as advanced materials replace conventional metals, having improved strength

to weight ratios, but with possibly lesser energy absorption capability.

This could be particularly applicable with regard to seat qualification

tests where current practice is a FAR requirement for a specified inertia (g)

loading in the longitudinal (9 forward), vertical (4.5 down, 2.0 up), and

lateral (1.5) directions (Reference 2). In order to assess the adequacy of

current requirements, it is necessary to ascertain structural responses

during each of the candidate crash scenarios. In the case of seat/occupant

exposure, the floor dynamic pulses need to be obtained and compared to

equivalent static requirements. The formulation of static-dynamic relation-

ships have to be understood before a valid assessment of the current

requirements can be performed. Figure 1-5 illustrates that in a simple

representation, depending on the characteristic properties of the system

being excited and the excitation pulse amplitude and duration, an equivalence

to a static response can be developed. Since crash scenarios can produce a

wide range of floor pulses it is necessary to determine floor pulse amplitudes,

shapes, and durations as well as seat/occupant responses to such pulses.

The effort (Task V) described in this report is directed toward defining

floor pulses that can be anticipated for a wide range of crash conditions and

configurations. The overall task effort is shown in the flow diagram of

Figure 1-6.

1
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Frequency -10 Hz
Damping 25% of critical

40 -t.l

91Pa Rupono F1

* 0

* 10

0 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10
Puln Duration. t -neonds

Figure 1-5. -Input pulse amplitude and duration to produce a 9 g peak
response for a single degree of freedom system.
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2. CANDIDATE CRASH SCENARIOS

The concept of defining crash conditions in terms of scenarios is not

new to transport aircraft. In fact, the emergency landing conditions

(Reference 2, Paragraph 25.561) describe a scenario for protecting an occupant
from serious injury in a minor crash condition. in this scenario the airplane

configuration (retracted wheels, design landing weight), airplane velocities

(descent velocity of 5 ft/sec, landing touchdown speed), and airplane atti-

tude (pitch, roll, yaw), are either stated directly or implied. For example,

for this scenario there are five different gear arrangements which are

applicable:

*All gears retracted)

*Main gears retracted symmetrical

0Nose gear retracted

*Nose and one main gear retracted

. One main gear retracted. Iaymtia

The scenario also specifies the ultimate-inertia forces that the occupant

can experience.

The review of the transport accident data from the previous tasks re-

ported in Reference 1 and illustrated in Figure 1-1 indicates that occupant

safety for the conditions described itn FAR 25.561 has been achieved. Of

concern now is whether additional scenarios should be specified, and If so,

in what manner. From the study described in Reference 1 it was noted that
there are several candidate crash scenarios which should be evaluated. These

scenarios are described as follows:

e Ground-to-Ground overrun type accident, such as take-off abort or
landing overrun, which occurs at a low forward speed (40-130 knots),
with the landing gears extended and the airplane in a level and

2-1
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symmetrical attitude. The accident occurs on paved runway or hard
ground. Damage is sustained by the airplane as it traverses a ditch,
road or mound. The effective normal velocity as a result of gear
collapse or terrain impact, is 1.5 m/sec (5 ft/sec). The availability
of pilot action to control impact severity is assumed to exist. Air-
plane weight can range between landing and maximum take-off.

" Air-to-Ground hard landing accident such as touchdown just short of
or on the runway. On the average the sink speed is in the vicinity
of 5.2 m/sec (17 ft/sec). Forward velocity is in the range of 126 to
160 knots. The airplane lands with landing gear extended in a nose-
up symmetrical attitude ranging from 0 to 140. These accidents occur
on a rigid flat surface with no obstacles or hazards. Analysis should
be performed for maximum landing weight.

" Air-to-Ground Impact accident type on hard ground on or off the runway.
Sink speed can range up to 10 m/sec (33 ft/sec). Forward velocity is
in the range of 126 to 160 knots. Airplane can land with gears
retracted or extended in an unsymmetrical attitude. Range of
unsymmetry is ±100 for roll and yaw, with pitch attitude variations
from 00 to +140.

In general terms, the candidate crash scenarios, in addition to those

already defined in the regulations, can be grouped as shown in Table 2-1.

TABLE 2-1. - IDENTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE CRASH SCENARIOS

Candidate Crash Scenario Impact Conditions Accident Type Terrain Hazard

Ground-to-ground, overrun Low sink speed Takeoff abort Runway Ditch
Low, forward velocity Landing overrun Hard ground Mound
Sym. A/P attitude Slope
Gears extended Slab

Light stanchion

Air-to-ground, hard High sink speed Hard landing Runway None
landing Lending velocity Undershoot Hard ground

Sym. A/P attitude
Gears extended

Air-to-ground. impact High sink speed Uncont/controlled Wooded Trees
Landing velocity Grd collision Hilly Slopes
Unsym. A/P attitude Stall Bidge
Gears extended/ret. Undershoot

I
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A comparison of the crash scenario parameters is shown in Figure 2-1. For

each of the candidate scenarios there are several sequences of failure modes or

events that can occur. As noted earlier, the current emergency landing con-

ditions for transport airplanes (Reference 2) have provisions which are designed

to provide the occupants a reasonable chance of escaping a serious injury in a

minor crash. Paragraph 25.561 of Reference 2 specifies the emergency landing

condition as retracted wheels and an ultimate descent velocity of five fps at
design landing weight. Furthermore, Paragraph 25.721 states that the main

landing gear must be designed so that if it fails due to an overload (due to

up and aft loads) during taxi and landing, the failure is not likely to cause

spillage of enough fuel to constitute a fire hazard. During emergency landing

conditions, seats (Paragraph 25.785) and supporting structure for major mass

M items (Paragraph 25.789) are to maintain integrity under the inertia forces

specified in (Paragraph 25.561).

This study is directed solely to the determination of transport aircraft

response to those crash scenarios which can be described as "airframe design

related."

2-3
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3 3. TRANSPORT CATEGORY AIRPLANE FLOOR PULSE DATA

I 3.1 Full-Scale Crash Test Conditions

A sunmary of transport category aircraft full scale crash tests which

have been conducted to date is shown in Table 3-1. All the tests were con-

ducted utilizing an airplane guided along a track and impacted into a sloping

dirt mund.

5 A comparison vas made in Reference 3, using four aircraft (PB-I fighter,

C-82 Cargo, unpressurized LodeStar, and a pressurized C-46) to compare longi-

tudinal deceleration pulse magnitudes and durations. To that comparison was

added L1649 transport crash test data.

The results plotted in Figure 3-1 indicate that the longitudinal decelera-Ition pulse magnitude might decrease as airplane mass and size increases.
Figure 3-2 shows the peak longitudinal acceleration as a function of impact

I angle. Since the data are plotted in relation to aircraft size it appears to

also support the possibility of an inverse relationship between peak accelera-3 tion and aircraft size.

The following observations have been made with regard to available trans-

jport crash pulse data:
" The available test pulse data for transport airplanes are for one

particular accident situation, e.g., airplane impact onto sloping
dirt terrain.

" The pulse definition, as was shown in Reference 1, is very dependent

on the manner in which the test data are reduced and interpreted.

" The acceleration level and pulse shape are dependent upon such vari-I ables as airplane attitude, airplane structure, airplane velocity,

type of surface, and/or obstacles the airplane hits. Different
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TABLE 3-1. - SUMMARY OF TRANSPORT CATEGORY AIRCRAFT FULL-SCALE
CRASH TEST CONDITIONS

Velocity
Approximate

Wesh Lontdd Vertical
Airplane Kg (1k) rn/se (fii7F rn/sac (ftM slope (degee)

C-82 11.026 (42060) 40.3 (133.8) 11. (37.3) 1s

Lodestar 9,73 (21,500) 39.0 (127.9) 8.1 (26.7) 12
48.8 (160.2) 13.6 (44.7) 16

C-46 18120 (40.000) 41A (136.7) 10.90 (35.) 14
43.7 (142A6) 22.0 (72.0) 27

LiP49 72.027 (159.0 0) 52.4 (172.0) 5.50 (16.0)1 6
39.0 (103.0) 10.0 (34.7) 20

DC0 55.266 OWN2000 67.2 (220.5) 9.4 (30.9) 3
I_____ 1_____ 1____ 49.3 (161.7) 16.5 ( 53.9) 20

*Max Takeoff Weight.. Test Weight Not Stated
II

48
0

0 nit RuOcMR. iajWeLL
* =2 CARGO. UAWi La
A UUNUSSIZO TRMuPwa.2itM

csaewwwumzo RAUoT.4"eeeie8L-00 PSEUMuIZEO TRANSPORT. MeAN iLe

28

033

I

Figure 3-1. -Comparison of peak decelerations.
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accident conditions; i.e., hard landing on the runway versus an
overrun off the runway, will produce different pulses. The pulse
varies as a function of location along the fuselage and the relativeI
distance from the impact point.

e The trend with larger jet transports indicates an anticipation of3
deceleration levels of lesser magnitude and longer duration than
the earlier vintage transports and lighter aircraft despite the
increase in weight and operating speed. The reasons for this are:

(1) the larger wider body jets accelerate over a longer period of
time and (2) there is more crushable structure between the Impact
point and the floor location of the occupants.3

3.2 L1649 Floor Pulse Test Data

Unfortunately, there is a limited amount of crash data available on

transport aircraft of substantial size. The loss of data channels on the

Dc-7 test ()leaves only the L1649(5) crash test with any measured data.I

This test was performed almost two decades ago and most of the available data

comes from published data which have been reduced in many different fashions.3

The L1649 test involved two sloping terrain impacts. On the Initial impact

the aircraft hits a slope of six degrees at a forward velocity of 172 ft/sec3

(sink speed A 18 ft/sec) and the structure appears to remain intact. As a

result of the subsequent impact onto a 20 degree slope at 103 ft/sec (-35 ft/sec

sink speed) the aircraft fuselage breaks aft of the cabin (-FS 334) immediately

and at the aft fuselage (-?S,1014) later on. Figure 3-3 shows the crash test

velocity tine history and depicts some significant events. Figure 3-4 depicts
the fuselage break-up locations. Longitudinal and vertical acceleration time

histories obtained from Reference 5 for both the 6 0 and 200 slope impacts are3

shown in Figures 3-5 through 3-8.

The ultimate usage of the L1649 floor pulse data will be to help estab-3

lish a range of magnitude and duration values of floor pulses for transport

aircraft which encompass a wide spectrum of design. size and weight. An

objective of this task is to analytically determine, with program KRASH,

*Inertial loads are opposite those shown on these and subsequent figures.
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floor pulses resulting from potential crash scenarios. The approach in

assessing L1649 floor pulse data consists of:

* Digitizing the reported L1649 time histories in selected regions
of time for both the 60 and 200 slope impacts.

" Inputting the digitized data into program KRASH as unfiltered data
and obtaining filtered response at selected cut-off frequencies
(20 Hz, 50 Hz). This will allow comparison between L1649 test
data and analytical data generated by the use of program KRASH,
since both will be filtered in the same way.

The characteristics of a KRASH simple first order filter is shown in

Figure 3-9. Attenuation at the cut-off frequency, 100 Hz in the illustration,

is 3 dB. The amplitude reduction varies with the ratio of response frequency

to cut-off frequency (W/Wc) and may differ from that of a 2nd order system

or test filters.

Figures 3-10 and 3-11 illustrate the test data filtered and unfiltered

for the six-degree slope impact at FS685 which is the approximate airplane

10 N M M 0 400 7M Ma!

'I

"KMH g ORER L 4

0n

is aa1
WACPRIOLINCY RAIO

Figure 3-9. -First-order KRASH filter response characteristics.
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center of gravity (cg). The duration of the longitudinal pulse is longer for

the unfiltered data than for the filtered data (100-120 milliseconds versus

80 milliseconds). The peak amplitude shows a 20 percent reduction (from 10 g I
to 8 g). The filtered vertical floor pulse shows a reduction of approximately

27 percent (from 11 g to 8 g) in the broad range response from time- 1.1 to

1.3 seconds. A higher, shorter duration (<0.020 second) vertical floor pulse

was reduced from 19 g to 8 g with the use of a 20 Hz filter. The longer

duration floor pulses (-0.080 seconds duration) should be of more concern

for the low frequency occupant response and, thus, will be emphasized in the

evaluation of L1649 crash test data and in comparisons with analytical results.

Table 3-2 summarizes the L1649 floor pulse unfiltered data as well as the

20 Hz and 50 Hz KRASH filtered data. The higher peaks are generally associated

with shorter duration responses. The data for the vertical pulses are more

limited and more difficult to assess than for the longitudinal pulses. Within

the cabin region (F.S. 460 to 923) the longitudinal aft responses are tri-

angular, ranging from 8 g filtered to 12 g unfiltered and with corresponding

triangular pulse durations of 0.040 to 0.120 seconds. There is practically

no forward response (<I g). The vertical response would appear to decrease

from 26 g at the cockpit to 9 g at the cg to 5 g at the aft end based on a

triangular pulse of approximately 0.030 seconds duration.

I
Ir
i
I

II
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TABLE 3-2. L1649 TEST FLOOR PULSE DATA

LONGITUDINAL , VERTICAL 0 .
FORWARD FUSELAGE AFT FORWARD UP DOWN

FS 196
UNFILTERED 22 < 0010 15-0.02 30 < 0.01 15-0.02
50Hz 17 - 040 12-0.02 26 - 0.04 11-0.02
20Hz 12.5-0.050 11-04 22 - 0.10 8-0G04

sm FS 460
UNFILTERED 10 - 0.025 <1 ( )
50 Hz 9 - 0.030 -

20 Hz 8 - 0.040 -

FSSS85
UNFILTERED 11 - 0.060 <1 19 < 0.01 13-0.02.
50 Hz 10 - 0.080 - 12.5< 0.02 6-0.02
20 Hz 8 -0.120 - 9 -0.04 <2

FS 923
UNFILTERED 12 < 0.01 <1 (j)
50 Hz 10 - 0.08 -
20 Hz 8 - 0.120 -

FS 1165
UNFILTERED 8 - 0.100 <1 5 -0.03 <s -0.0

10 < 0.01

50 Hz 6 - 0.100 - - -

20 Hz 8 - 0.100 - -

O Vale shmn re in pek g a approximm durilom in mods

tag amtionable

®D Not wailml
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3 4. FLOOR PULSE ANALYSIS

4.1 KRASH Models

Analysis of aircraft crash dynamics using hybrid* techniques, particularly

program KRASH, has shown favorable results for light fixed-wing and rotary wing

aircraft application. Full-scale crash tests (References 6,. 7) have provided

data from which successful correlatign and, consequently, verification of the

method have been achieved. Program KRASH has been used by many helicopter manu-

facturers to assist In showing compliance with the U.S. Army crash requirements

(Reference 8).

Advances in computer technology have facilitated the development of pro-

grams to analyze structural crash nonlinear behavior which, in turn, has maxi-II mIzed the utilization of data obtained from costly full-scale crash tests. The
techniques that have been accepted for crash analyses of the lighter, smaller

aircraft are applicable to the larger aircraft, but possibly with some modifi-

cations. Smaller aircraft, such as helicopters and general aviation airplanes,

have lower longitudinal velocities but higher vertical rates of descent duringU a crash condition which can include stall/spin and emergency landings on pre-

pared terrain. The percentage of occupiable space in large transport greatly

exceeds that of smaller aircraft. Furthermore, occupants of small aircraft are

much closer to the airframe/terrain impact point due to obvious airframe con-

struction differences. The crash pulses experienced by transport occupants

vary along the length of the fuselage more so than do the pulses of smaller
aircraft. Figure 4-1, based on reported crash test data, shows the variation

in peak normal acceleration as a function of distance along fuselage length, as
well as impact angle (and sink speed).

.*Providing the user the flexibility of u tilizing available data, experimentalI and analytical, in developing a structural representation.
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Figure 4-1. - Effect of position in airplane and airplane configuration
on maximum normal accelerations during unflared landing
crashes.

Prior to this program no full-scale transport airplane crash test data have

been correlated with state-of-the-art computer analysis either hybrid, finite

element or modal. This is understandable since the last transport airplane crash

test was performed in 1964 and the most significant crash dynamics analyses

achievements have been accomplished within the past several years. It is unlikely.

that transport aircraft will be modeled in their entirety with the detail that

small aircraft have been, simply because the cost of preparing and performing

such an analysis would be prohibitive and may be unnecessary. A modal analysis

(Reference 9) of transport aircraft emergency landing conditions was accomplished

based on the following fundamental assumptions:

" The overall vehicle remains intact and, to a first approximation I
behaves linearly.

" Nonlinear behavior is restricted to localized areas on the lower
extremities of the airplane in direct contact with the ground. U

" Since the local crushing and nonlinear behavior is not sufficiently
widespread throughout the airplane to alter the basic linear behaviorof the overall structure, normal modes of vibration are used to predictthe dynamic response of the overall airplane structure.

4-2
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*These normal modes are driven by crash forces which are applied at
selected descrete locations and represent the local fuselage crushing3 behavior.

The major drawback to the current modal approach is that it does not treat

plastic deformation or post failure behavior. However, the modal approach

implies that the analytical approach for transport airplane crash dynamics does

not warrant a fully detailed mathematical model. The approach that is followed

in this task is outlined as follows:

o Establish three independent transport airplane KEASH models:

o Fuselage/airframe

o Floor

o Seat/occupant

e investigate the feasibility of performing each separately but dependent

on previous model results as well as combining the models.

9 Establish a current wide-body representation since the structural data

and the form of the data are more readily available.

o Formulate an L1649 narrow body representation based on available data
and where L1649 data are not readily accessible scale down from wide-
body information. The L1649 crash test was performed in 1964. The
design of the aircraft occurred in the mid fifties. It is difficult
to obtain characteristic load-deformation stiffness and crushing char-
acteristics in readily usable form, particularly since the aircraft was
not modeled for the test.

* Compare the L1649 KRASH model(s) with the reported test data (six de-
gree and 20 degree slope condition) including the filter results de-

Scribed in Section 3. Establish model and terrain conditions for which
test and analysis show reasonable agreement.

7 o Analyze the wide-body aircraft for a crash condition similar to that
for which L1649 analysis results seem reasonable.

o Extend wide-body analysis to include responses to the candidate- crash

scenarios.

Initial analyses were performed with individual airframe, floor, and

occupant models to obtain information regarding potential size and cost require-

ments. Figure 4-2.shows the basic airframe model and Figure 4-3 depicts the

increasing detail in a region of a fuselage section. The floor-seat-occupant

4-3
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representation in two locations (FS677 forward, FS1424 rear) account for

interaction between the fuselage shell and interior masses. The mass and stiff-

ness of the floor-seat-occupant representation in the fuselage/airframe model are

associated with a floor length of from 30 to 300 inches (depending on detail) and

assumes eight seats across a full length. The seat occupancy is assumed to be

50 percent loaded with 90th percentile males. The location of the floor-seat-

occupant representations were varied from masses three (FS677) and six (FS1424) to

two (FS426) and seven (FS1663) and four (FS955) and five (FS1117) to determine if

the fuselage responses would be affected. The fuselage responses were not signi-

ficantly affected since the occupant masses are relatively small compared with the

fuselage segment. As additional detail was developed for the fuselage the weight

and stiffness of the affected masses and beams were modified, accordingly. The

fuselage crushing springs (masses 1-8) were maintained for each model. As antici-

pated, the integration step size had to be reduced as the detail increased.

However, the acceleration response and beam forces were not significantly affected

as the model detail increased, thus the initial fuselage studies are conducted

with the basic eight mass fuselage model.

One and three-row floor models, Figures 4-4 and 4-5 respectively, were

developed for the purpose of transmitting fuselage response through to the inboard

floor and outboard floor seat locations. Each of the models was pulsed with

accelerations obtained from a fuselage model analysis. Little difference in

floor and occupant responses was noted between the one and three-row floor models.

It was, therefore, decided to use the simpler of the two models. Seat/occupant

models for 1 and 3 passenger representations, Figure 4-6, as well as a two

passenger representation, Figure 4-7, were formulated to obtain comparative

responses and computing costs. These models are to be used later in the assess-

ment of the Federal Aviation Administration Civic Aero-medical Institute

(FAA-CAMI) seat tests results.

Table 4-1 compares the size and cost results for the models that were

evaluated. From Table 4-1 it can be deduced that if the KRASH model requirements

of each of the individual types of models were combined the result would be an

extremely large model.

Table 4-2 has been prepared to indicate the range of model requirements

based on minumum size airframe, and depending on the number of floor

row 36 representations and seat-occupant representation. For a symmetrical

4-6
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TABLE 4-1. - MODEL SIZE AND COSTS

Airframe Floor Occupant/Seat

Total & Fusele Single Row Triple Row Single Double Triple

No. mumes 26-41 8-23 7 21 7 17 13

No. beams 27-42 7-22 21 73 12 34 26

Integration interval .00002 - .00020 .00004 - .00008 .00004 - .00008 .00002 - .00004 .00002 - .00004 .00002 - .00004
time required (sac.)

Simulation time required .5 - 1.5 .100 - .300 .100 - .300 .100 - .200 .100 - .200 .100 - .200

CPU uc/mvec analysis .6 - 5.25 1.2-2.4 1.2- 7.2 0.8-1.6 1.35-2.7 1.1-2.2

Factor* .30 - 7.85 .12 -. 72 .36-2.16 .08- .32 .135 -. 54 .11 -. 44

Applicable to unsymmetrical modal only Includes wing, landing gears, angina, occupant/
seat mas (2 locations)

* Unsymmetrical models size increase = 1.7 x symmetrical model

** (CPU sec/msac analyses) x simulation required time

I..

TABLE 4-2. - RANGE OF MODEL REQUIREMENTS

Symmetrical Unsymmetrical

(I Location) (3 Location) (I Location) (3 Location)
Masses Beams Masses Bums Masses Bems Mases Bums

Airframe/iVi 18 19 18 19 26 37 36 27

Floor (1 row) 7 21 21 63 14 42 42 126

Sat (3 pax)A 11 25 33 75 22 50 66 150

Combined 36 65 72 157 62 119 134 303

AirframeLIVZ2 18 19 18 19 26 27 26 27

Floor (3 row) 21 73 63 216 42 146 124 438

Seat (3 pax)LZ 33 75 99 150 66 150 198 450

Combined 52 167 180 385 134 323 348 915

Baed on 8 mass fuselap.
Some mma and beams are eliminated when model combined.

/ Baed on I sea per row each side of centedine.
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model the minimum requirement is for 36 masses and 65 beams. For an unsymmetrical

model the requirement could go as high as 348 masses and 915 beams.

The KRASH models applicable to this section of analysis are identified

in Table 4-3 with regard to:

e Case Number

* Data Set

. A/P configuration

o Weight

o Type (narrow body (NB) or wide body (WB))

o Full airplane or stubwing

o Gear positions (retracted or extended)

o Lift

" L * Terrain

* o Ground flexibility

o Slope

o Coefficient of friction

e A/P velocities

o Forward

'f, o Vertical

o Side

S-, A/P attitude

o Roll

o Pitch

o Yaw

* Notation for allowance of beam failure in math model representation.

.* 4-11
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4.2 L1649 CRASH TEST ANALYSES

The L1649 crash test model is similar to that shown in Figure 4-2. The

masses, stiffness and size have been modified to be consistent with the L1649

aircraft properties and test configuration. The weight of the simulated

airplane is 159,000 pounds. Prior to the slope impacts the gears were delib-

erately collapsed and the wing fuel tanks were penetrated by trees. The left

wing was severed inboard of the engines and the right wing was torn off out-

board of the inboard engine. The model was modified to reflect changes in the

Eli, configuration to match these initial conditions. These consisted of

removal of all gears (mass and connection to structure), severing of wing

outboard of masses 11 and 20 (Figure 4-2) and no lift. The analysis is
performed using a symmetrical half model. The fact that the L1649 has four

wing engines instead of two as shown in Figure 4-2 isn't of consequence in

this particular analysis because of the assumption that tree penetration

has resulted in wing rupture. While there is no mention in the test report,

lift may have been deliberately suppressed to prevent lift-off, a procedure

not uncommon in simulated crash test. The initial impact conditions used

* in the analyses are as follows:

o Six-degree slope

forward velocity - 172 ft/sec

ground flexibility: rigid, 1.04 x 10-5 in./lb and 4.16 x 10-5 in./lb

flexibility

ground coefficient of friction - .7 and 1.0
Pd

o Twenty-degree slope

forward velocity - 110 ft/sec

ground flexibility: rigid and 4.16 x 10 in/lb flexibility
ground coefficient of friction - 0.5 and 1.0

Q The ground flexibilities equate to approximately 2 to 8 inches of

ground deflection in the analytical model.

The external crushing characteristics representative of lower fuselage

crushing were derived from the current widebody data which are available. The
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I
crushing force levels were assumed to be in proportion to the airplane weight. U
The crushing distance was assumed to be in proportion to the depth of the

structure below the passenger floor.

The terminology used throughout the analysis and with subsequent test data,

with regard to the directions of force applied to the body, is as shown in

Figure 4-8. The resulting inertia forces act in an opposite direction to the

decelerative forces shown.

The analysis is performed considering variation in ground coefficient of

friction, ground flexibility and fuselage failure. The analysis is performed

for two levels of ground flexibility. While the test documentation does not

define ground flexibility, it would appear from observations of test photographs

an film that some flexibility should be included. Fuselage failure cutoff

values were included for the impact onto the 20-degree slope, since the result

of this test condition indicated two fuselage breaks. Figures 4-9 and 4-10

allow for a comparison of the longitudinal and vertical responses obtained

analytically with the test data for the 6-degree slope impact. The test data

are shown unfiltered and filtered at 20 and a 50 Hz cut-off frequency as noted

in Section 3.

HEADWARD
(-Gz) DIRECTION OF DECELERATIVE FORCE

VERTICAL

HEADWARD - EYEBALLS DOWN
BACK TO TAILWARO - EYEBALLS UP
CHEST I
ISTERNUMWARD| LATERAL RIGHT TRANSVERSE

LATERAL RIGHT - EYEBALLS
LEFT

LATERAL LEFT - EYEBALLSI RIGOTI
BACK TO CHEST - EYEBALLS

CHEST TO

BACK CHEST TO BACK - EYEBALLS
LATERAL LEFT (SPINE WARD) OUT

(.6y) (a) NO EIH E E E A IEF R E P LE
TAILWAR E BODY ACT IN THE SAME DIRECTION

TAL) WARAS THE ARROWS, THE RESULTING INERTIA
FORCES ACT OPPOSITE.

Figure 4-8. - Decelerative forces on the body. I
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Transmissibility studies were also performed by exciting the floor models

with longitudinal and vertical pulses through a range of pulse durations. The

results showed peaks up to 1.10 times the excitation magnitude in both direc-

A-M tions.

The results shown in Figures 4-9 and 4-10 indicate that the two conditions

which most closely approximate the L1649 six-degree slope accelerations

throughout the fuselage are conditions NB-2 and NB-3. In the longitudinal

direction the analysis underestimates the test peak values at the extreme

forward stations and overpredicts the test results at thea extreme aft station.

In the passenger region from FS 460 to 923 there is good agreement in the

L longitudinal direction regardless of which condition is used. in the vertical

direction (Figure 4-9) the rigid ground condition NB-3 shows the agreement

at FS 195 and FS 685 where reliable test data are available but overestimates

the results at the extreme aft region (FS 1165). The flexible ground case

(NB-2) tends to underestimate the vertical response in the forward region

while showing good agreement from the mid to aft regions FS 685 to 1165. The

addition of ground flexibility tends to soften the vertical response while the

increase in ground friction coefficient causes an increase in longitudinal response.

* The NB-i condition appears to be too soft particularly in the vertical

direction. The rigid ground with v.-1.0 (case NB-4) results in too high a

* p response particularly in the longitudinal direction. Table 4-4 suimmarizes

the unfiltered results for the six-degree impact condition.

Figures 4-11 through 4-14 compare the longitudinal and vertical responses

obtained analytically with the test data for the 20-degree slope impact. The

test data are filtered as described earlier. The analysis is compared to the

test data in two time frames. From the test data it can be seen that the peak

loads in the front of the aircraft occur at initial impact with the 20-degree

slope. In fact, break-up occurs at initial impact. The loads at the aft end

of the fuselage occur approximately 80 to 100 milliseconds after the slope is

first contacted by the aircraft. The comparison of the early time frame for

this impact is presented in Figures 4-11 and 4-12. From these data it can be

seen that the vertical accelerations are lower than reported in the test at the

forward fuselage but in good agreement at the aft region with a trend that is

consistent with the test data. From the test data (Figure 3-8) it can be seen
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that there is a spike (a.010 seconds duration) occuring during the rupture of

the fuselage. The analysis does not reproduce this spike. The test results,

without the spike, would be closer to 15 g's trapezoidal for -50 milliseconds,3 which would be close to the analysis results if a floor transmissibility factor

were included. The longitudinal analyses results are consistent with the test

results in the forward region, but higher in the aft region. In the analysis,

the aft section ruptures at an earlier time than it should. If the aft region

failure loads had occurred later in the analysis they would match better with

the test data at failure (see Figures 4-11 and 4-13) of the tail section. From

Figure 4-11 it can be observed that both the analysis and test are in reasonable

agreement except for the accelerations associated with the fuselage break-up.

Figure 4-14 shows the comparison of test and analysis results for the vertical

M acceleration toward the,.latter part of the 20 degree slope impact condition.

As is the situation in the longitudinal direction, the analytical peak values

in the aft fuselage region occur earlier than was indicated by the test results.

Both Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show analytical results for the rigid surface impact

(case NB-6 Table 4-3). The rigid surface appears to increase the vertical

U accelerations, which provides a closer approximation to the test results. The

longitudinal results do not change significantly.

The results of the analyses indicate the sensitivity of the crash dynamics

riodeling to such parameters as ground effects (flexibility and coefficient of

friction) as well as the representation of crushable structure. Additional

model refinements could be attempted to try to match or tune the analysis results

r to the test results. However, while some improvement could be anticipated, it

is doubtful that a total agreement would be achieved. Within the framework of

reasonable assumptions, representations and utilization of available data, it

is felt that the model has demonstrated all the significant response phenomena

associated with the L-1649 full crash test. The six-degree slope impact, in

particular, is important since it represents a condition prior to structure

VQT break-up, and, consequently, provides some insight into possible floor pulses.

I
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4.3 COMPARISON OF WIDE-BODY AND NARROW-BODY ANALYSIS RESULTS

The analysis of the L-1649 narrow body airplane establishes a baseline

KRASH model configuration for a particular crash condition. The baseline

model'can now be used to compare to other airplane configurations, for which

current structural data are available and preliminary analysis was previously

performed, (Reference 1). The crash condition in the wide-body airplane

analysis are the same as those for the narrow-body:

*Six-degree slope impact

*Wing rupture

*Loss of aerodynamic lift

*Ground flexibility = Rigid and 1.04 x 105 lb/in

*Ground coefficient of friction - 1.0

*Forward velocity -=172 ft/sec.

The acceleration response results for two different aircraft weight,

328,000 lbs. landing and 432,000 Lbs. takeoff, are provided in Figures 4-15

through 4-18 and Tables 4-5 and 4-6. Figure 4-19 shows the ratio of shear and

bending loads to estimated ultimate values along the fuselage for both landing

and takeoff weight analyses. An upper and lower bound ratio is presented.

The lower bound values are obtained using KRASH internally calculated loads based

on input data. The upper bound is based on the design limit data projected to

ultimate values. The actual failure load (which is input by the user into

KRASH) is most likely between the two. However, the actual values are not
accurately known because tests to determine these values are not normally performed.

From the data presented in Figures 4-15, 4-16, and Table 4-5 which are

based on rigid terrain, the longitudinal pulses are observed to be lower for

the wide-body aircraft as compared to the narrow-body aircraft throughout the

fuselage. In a comparable passenger region encompassing the region between .20 to

.70 normalized fuselage length, the wide-body results show an amplitude decrease of
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25 to 40 percent. In the vertical direction the responses are reasonably close

except in the aid to aft fuselage region ('40 to .70 normalized fuselage length)I

where the widebody response is up to 20 percent less than the narrow-body

response. The analysis results using the flexible ground show a similar trend

as does the analysis with the rigid ground.

Figure 4-20 shows a forward fuselage cross-section for both a wide-body3

and narrow-body aircraft drawn to the same scale. At a forward fuselage

station (FS 677) of the wide-body airplane the analysis indicates that an

amplification factor of Q1.25 in the vertical direction exists between the in-

board seat floor location and airframe. The outboard seat location above the

floor posts shows about the same response as the airframe. Since the narrow-

body configuration seating arrangement results in occupants being closer to the 1

floor posts the corresponding amplification factor at-a comparable forwardI

fuselage station is less than 1.1. Thus the peak floor vertical pulses could

be nearly the same. The pulse durations for both the narrow and wide body P3

analyses are reasonably close, in the range of 60 to 120 milliseconds.
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5. WIDE-BODY CANDIDATE CRASH ANALYSIS

5.1 Candidate Crash Scenarios

The candidate crash scenarios formulated during the Reference 1 studies

are described in Section 2. There are many mode of failures that can be asso-

ciated with each of the scenarios. Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 illustrate the

structure related events that can lead to occupant trauma hazards for each of

the candidate crash scenarios. Some of the events which can lead to tram

I form the basis for the wide-body analyses studies. Table 5-1 provides a matrix

of conditions for which analyses are performed.

The ground-to-ground scenario analysis is performed for a range of forward

velocities from 80 to 110 knots, for rigid and flexible terrain, and a rate ofI descent or Effective Normal Velocity (ENV) of from 6 to 18 ft/sec. For all

overrun conditions aerodynamic lift is assumed to be available at time of

impact, but will be ramped to zero in 1 second. Both take-off and landing

veight configurations are analyzed. Only the collapsed gear condition is

* analyzed.

The hard landing ground impact scenario considers a landing weight config-

uration at a landing speed of 160 knots and an airplane pitch attitude of 0,

6 and 15 degrees nose-up. The impact surface is rigid and aerodynamic lift is

available. The landing gears are extended in all cases. Two landing weights,

but at a different airplane c.g. are considered.

The air-to-ground impact scenario runs are similar to the hard landing

except that unsymmnetrical conditions are introduced. No columnar, contour or

frontal impacts are analyzed for the air-ground impacts.

* 5-1
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5.2 Fuselage Structural Arrangement

The fuselage structural arrangement for the widebody airplane to be

analyzed is shown in Figure 5-4. The fuselage is a conventional semi-monocoque

structure of aluminum alloy material, and has a circular cross-section,

235 inches in diameter for the major portion of the length. All of this

constant section plus the flight station and a small section where the fuselage

begins to taper at the aft end form the fuselage pressure shell, which is de-

signed for the pressure differential attained with an 8,000-foot cabin alti-

tude at an airplane altitude of 42,000 feet. Cabin pressurization loads

dictate the use of a skin thickness of 0.068 inches minimum in this constant-

diameter section fuselage to ensure a satisfactory fatigue life.

,* The fuselage shell is assembled from large bonded panel assemblies -

four of these being joined to make up a barrel section. Each of the quarter

panels consists of skin, doublers, and titanium fail-safe straps, which are

N bonded together and reinforced with riveted stringers and splice plates.

SW S

FtIONWARqO SIECTION .'r) O

ATSECTION NOS

[/. , ksECTION NOSWINO CENTSN SECTION

FS FLUOELG

"'! SPClION NO. I SECTION NO, I

* . f$ fLIGHIT STATION

t?2.0A.1ROD

OWARO PRESWURE UULKUE AO

Figure 5-4. - Fuselage structural arrangement.
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Clad 2024-T3 aluminum alloy is used predominantly for the light-forgings

and extrusions. The frames are either 7075-T6 clad or 7178-T6 (bare or

clad), depending on location. Heavier frames are used around all doors, and
these are reinforced with doublers, intercostals, and fittings.

With the exception of the main frames and door members, the fuselage

frames are three inches deep at the sides of the cabin. They widen to a depthI of approximately six inches at the top of the fuselage and five inches at the

bottom.

Each frame consists of two basiL p rts: a formed channel without cutouts

for the stringers and an attaching clip angle which has the necessary cutouts.

This two-piece fail-safe construction provides improved structural integrity

since any cracks in the attaching clip angle cannot propagate to the frame

proper.

The fuselage quarter panels are assembled into six barrel sections:

J' section one (the flight station) and section two form the forward fuselage;

the mid fuselage con~sist- of barrel sections three, four and five; and section

six forms the aft fuselage. The afterbody extends aft of section six and the

aft pressure bulkhead.

Fuselage sections are joined through shear joints which are made by

bringing the two fuselage barrels flush, then using short, overlapping

stringers, riveted through the fuselage stringers to hold the barrels together.

An aluminum alloy plate is also used outside or inside the fuselage, dependingr upon the location of the joint, for additional strength.
The fuselage floor line is located 19 inches below the centerline of the

fuselage constant-section diameter. Transverse beams support the floor at

each fuselage frame except in the areas of the wing box and main landing gear
wheel wells. Over the wing center box section, the floor is supported by fore

and aft intercostals attached to the upper surface of the wing box. Over the

main landing gear wheel wells, the flooring and the pressure deck below the

floor are supported by transverse beams that extend from side to side with

intermediate support afforded by keelson shear beams. These lower keelson

members bridge the main wheel wells and also carry the fore and aft loads in

5-7



this area of the fuselage. They continue fore and aft of the wheel veil and

are tied to the lower wing surface by shear webs. The pressure deck over the

nose wheel well extends laterally to the sides of the fuselage, and Is supported

by transverse beams.

Figure 5-5 shows the forward section structure (Section 3) and is also

applicable to fuselage Sections 2 and 6. The fuselage mid-section (Sections 5

and 6) is shown in Figure 5-6. The relationship of the Keelson structure

to the wing center section is shown in Figure 5-7 and the Keelson structure

itself is shown in Figure 5-8.

5.3 KRASII Model

The KRASH model (Figure 4-2) provides for crushing at several fuselage

stations including:

*Flight Station (FS 177)

*Section 2(FS 426)

Section 3 (FS 677, 955).

*.Section 4 (FS 1117) F

*Section 5 (FS 1424)

*Section 6 (FS 1663)

*Aft body (FS 1992).

Of particular concern in the determination of floor pulses is the varia-

tion in peak amplitude and duration that can exist throughout the fuselage.

Two typical locations; one in Section 3 and one in Section 6, have been

selected to demonstrate floor response variations. In addition to the air-

frame model (Figures 4-2 and 4-3), representations of floor structure design

are also utilized in the analysis.
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5.4 Ground-to-Ground Overrun (GGO) Scenario

Table 5-2 shows a matrix of ground-to-ground overrun conditions in which

the case number, data set identification, airplane configuration, terrain, and

initial impact conditions are noted. Table 5-3 summarizes the results of the

overrun analyses with regard to peak accelerations at a forward and an aft

fuselage station location. The forward location (mass 3 in the model shown in

Figure 4-1) is at F.S. 677 and the aft location (mass 6) is at F.S. 1424.

These locations are representative of a forward cabin passenger station and

mid-aft cabin passenger station. Included in Table 5-3 is a summary of masses

which contact the ground and beam failures that occur during the run. The

analyses are each run for I second slideout duration. Since this is an overrun

condition it is assumed that Aerodynamic lift capability is available and that

the airplane is intact as it leaves the runway, except that the main gears have

collapsed. For purposes of analysis, the lift is assumed zo ramp out in one

second, as forward velocity decreases. Figure 5-9 can be used to identify

mass and beam numbers referred to in Table 5-3 and subsequent summary tables.

Some portions of representative time histories of unfiltered peak acceleration

results are shown in Figures 5-10 through 5-12. Figures 5-13 and 5-14 show the

distribution of peak loads throughout the passenger floor region for 6 ft/sec

ENV* impacts (GGO-328 - 1 & 2). A comparison of fuselage shears and bending

moments for these two cases is shown in Figure 5-15.

A comparison of results for landing (328,000 lb) and takeoff (432,000 lb)

weight overruns indicate that for the conditions analyzed a decrease in peak

accelerations may be expected as weight increases. This result is consistent 3
with the mass and size relationships to be discussed in Section 6. Case numbers

GGO-328-4 and GGO-432-4 show this comparison. These cases involve 18 ft/sec

ENV impacts which, with wings attached and landing gears lost are extremely

severe, as is noted by the potential failures of the wing both inboard and

outboard of the engine. The wing loss potential creates a fuel spillage and

post crash fire hazard as well. For the same symmetrical impact but at a sub-

stantially reduced (ENV) (6 ft/sec) and ground flexibility, case GGO-328-1,

the acceleration levels are reduced to peak values of -3.3GX, +1.lGx, -2.3G Z

and +l.lGZ, without producing any structural failures. At an extremely

*ENV - Effective Normal Velocity

5-12
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Figure 5-9. - KRASH model arrangement shoving beam and mass identification.
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sevee 1 ft/sec M but with ground flexibility the peak Accelerations are

0004- tO ho+~S.45. 8G,-12, 9% and +6. 30z. These accelerations exist

for extroeliy short periods of time ( 0.040 seconds) but substantial airframe

4ao can be anticipated at this severe impact condition.

The overrun condition with a 30 degree yaw shows a 5C (side) accelerationy
peak at the more aft passenger location (mass 6). The analysis also shows

potential failure of the engine pylon and wing, outboard of the engines.

5.5 Air-to-Ground Hard Landing (AGIL) ScenariI

As noted in Table 5-1 the hard lading conditions were run for a forward

velocity of 160 knots, a nose-up attitude range of 0 to 15 degrees, and at

15 ft/sec and 20 ft/sec sink speeds. All hard landing analyses are performed

for symetrical impact onto a rigtd surface. Aerodynamic lift is assumed to

be present for this crash scenario condition. Table 5-4 identifies the hard

landing conditions. Table 5-5 summarizes the results'of the hard landing

analyses for the. smne two passenger cabin region locations noted earlier.

Portions of representative time histories of the peak responses are shown in

Figure 5-16 through 5-20. Case numbers A 38-1 sand AGL 358-1 represent

symetrical 6-degree, nose-up and 15 ft/sec sink speed conditions at different

landing weights, the latter being the maximum design landing weight for the

particular aircraft. Similarly AML 328-2 and AM 358-2 compare different

landing weight results for a symmetrical 20 ft/sec sink speed and 15-degree

noseup impact condition. In both comparisons the results show a consistent

pattern of ground contact, main landing gear failure, and range of peak accel-

erations as well as time of occurrence. For the 6-degree nose-up impact with

a 15 ft/sec sink speed the aircraft remains on the main landing gears after

impact. Consequently, the results may be more representative of an initial

impact. For the 15 degree-nose-up impact at 20 ft/sec sink speed, the aircraft

main gears, aft fuselage, and engine contact the ground in that sequence. A

potential overload failure of the wings outboard of the wing engines is indi-

cated. The maximum peak accelerations obtained are approximately ±7.53z for 3
these conditions, both of which are for short duration (0.030 seconds). The

longitudinal acceleration levels are less than ±2.3Gx. With a low coefficient

of ground friction (p -.35) and a long slideout, this condition is not

5-22
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Figure 5-16. -Airframe responses, air-to-ground bard landings, AGHL-358-1.
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Figure 5-17. -Airframe responses, air-to-ground hard landings, AGHL-358-2.
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Figure 5-18. - Airframe responses, air-to-ground hard landings, AGHL 358-3.
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Figure 5-20. - Airframe response, air-to-ground hard landings, AGHL 358-5.
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anticipated to produce high longitudinal acceleration. The 20 ft/sec impact

conditions can be expected to produce landing gear and/or airframe structural

failures.

Cases AGHL-358-2, -3, and -4 compare a 20 ft/sec hard landing for three

different nose-up pitch attitudes; 15-degrees, 6-degrees, and O-degrees. The

passenger compartment responses are shown in Figure 5-21 and 5-22 for the

longitudinal and vertical directions, respectively. All three airplane atti-

tudes at the 20 ft/sec impact speed show a potential for fuselage failure due

to shear and/or bending at stations which would approximate the locations of

the wing leading and trailing edges. The potential for failure would appear

to increase at the extreme forward and aft locations, such as aft of the crck-

pit and forward of the pressure bulkhead. As noted in the Reference 1 accident

data, these locations are vulnerable to break-up unde: extreme impact condi-

tions. KRASH results show that for the 15-degree impact condition the hori-

zontal stabilizer and the fuselage at stations 1636 and 1992, contacts the

ground after the first hitting on the main gears. Failure of the wing out-

board of the engines is possible. For the 6-degree impact the contact sequence

is main gears, fuselage station 1663, nose gear, engines and fuselage station

1424 with main and nose gear failures occurring. For the zero-degree impact

condition the sequence of ground contact is main gear, nose gear, engine and

fuselage at stations 426 and 677. Failure occurs for the main and nose gears

and wing, outboard of the engine. The sequence of ground contact and potential

failure regions are very much dependent on the pitch attitude and velocity at

impact. During this 15 ft/sec impact the loads do not reach ultimate except

possibly aft of station 1117. For the 20 ft/sec impact the airplane main

landing gear contacts the ground initially, followed by the fuselage (FS 1663),

nose gear, engine and fuselage again (FS 1424 and 1663). However, during all

the 20 ft/sec, 6-degree nose-up impacts the shear loads in the forward section

and most bending loads could result in fuselage rupture. The KRASH model used

for these runs provides for landing gear and wing failures, but fuselage peak

loads are only monitored and compared to strength envelopes.

Both the main and nose gear show the occurrence of failure at the 20 ft/sec

(0 and 6-degree nose) sink speed. These results are consistent with previous
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study (Reference 1) results where it was noted that for a symmetrical impact

3 (Roll angle -0 degrees), the main. landing gear would not fail for sink speed up

to 17.5 ft/sec. Figure 5-23, obtained from reference 1, shows that failure

3 mode of the main gear depends on the roll angle. Furthermore, as the roll

angle increases the sink speed will decrease for gear failure to occur.

5.6 Air-to-Ground Impact (AGI) Scenario

Table 5-6 identifies the air-to-ground impact conditions. From the data

provided in Table 5-1 it can be noted that these cases are the same as the

hard landing except for the introduction of roll and yaw. Table 5-7 summarizes

the results of these analyses for the forward and aft passenger regions.

Portions of an applicable acceleration response history are shown in Fig-

ure 5-24. The peak side acceleration for the 15 ft/sec impact with both roll

(20 degrees) and yaw (30 degrees) reaches ±2.4 G . During this condition theY
aircraft outboard wing contacts the ground initially, followed by the MLG,

wing engines and wing inboard of the tip. Potential failures occur at the

wing outboard tip, inboard of the tip and for the MLG. The sequence of events

VI1nn Ba Fomib WWIBle* M

1.0 D ip Landing Wht

0.7
Gew Side Brace Falk

0.5!

o~~s / Sink Sped -17.6 f . i Ger id

at 00 Roll Angle

0 10 20 30

Roll Angle, De.

Figure 5-23. - Envelope of sink speed versus roll angle. (Reference 1.)
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I
and peak responses are generally the same for both the 328000 lb and 358000 lb3 airplane configurations analyzed. For the 20 ft/sec impact with 30 degree yaw,

a ±5G side load is experienced at the forward location (mass 3). For thisY

higher sink speed case the aircraft sequence of ground contact is main landing

gears, aft fuselage, wing engines, fuselage again and nosegear. Several

potential failures are noted, including; main gears, wings outboard of engine

and nose gear. The yaw condition results in considerably more potential fail-

ures than does the symmetrical hard landing.
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I SECTION 6

MASS AND SIZE SCALING TRENDS

3 Figure 6-1, obtained from Reference 1, shows the range of weight class

and classifications of transport aircraft. Some typical aircraft within each

of these classifications are shown in Table 6-1. From the data shown in

Table 6-1, it can be seen that even within a class of aircraft there can be

a significant variation in operating weight, size, loading configuration and

engine mounting configuration. In general, it can be assumed that mass and

size are related in the sense that the longer wider aircraft are designed for

the purpose of carrying a higher payload, coupled possibly with a longer

route structure which also means higher fuel capacity. However, there is a

limiting scale effect as can be seen when comparing different aircraft cross-

sections. The height within the passenger cabin regions can only be reduced

to a point. Another factor which makes scaling on size or mass difficult is

the location of engines which can influence the crash dynamic behavior of

aircraft. The currently available test data are from the L-1649 test in which

the wing fuel tanks ruptured and the wing was severed due to pole and barrier

impacts. Earlier in section 4 the wide-body analyses were performed for what

is referred to as a stub wing configuration due to the loss of wing structure.

This configuration allows for an assessment of fuselage, floor and occupant

response on the basis of changes in basic airframe structure such as fuselage

diameter and length, floor design, seating arrangements, and underfloor crush-

(ing characteristics. Accordingly the mass, size scaling trends are based on

the same impact condition as described in Section 4.2 which are:

e Six-degree slope

a Forward velocity 172 ft/sec.

U
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" Rigid ground

" Ground coefficient of friction - .70

The premises for the trend analysis are as follows:

" The underside crushing spring length is related to the below
passenger floor distance.

" The fuselage underside crushing force is related to the aircraft
fuselage weight.

" The fuselage beam properties are obtained from aircraft section
properties. Where unavailable they are related to the fuselage
cross-section properties as follows:

Area - K wr2 [1_ (1- t )2]

inertia - K 1r 4 1(1-)]

where:

r - radius of shell section

t - thickness of shell section

Kit K 2 - factors determined from available data

The term (tlr) can be thought of as an effective skin thickness ratio and

is obtained from available information. It is different for the axial and

bending terms. K, and K2 can be developed from known data for different air-

craft configurations.

" The fuselage weight properties are obtained from aircraft section-
properties. The fuselage stations are located in proportion to the
total length. Where unavailable, mass inertia properties are allocated
in proportion to aircraft weight distribution.

" Two floor designs are used. one representative of a wide-body aircraft
and another representative of a narrowbody aircraft.

" The same general two-passenger seat arrangement is used for all
analysis and it is assumed that each seat is fully loaded with 176 lb.
occupants.
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The airframe, floor and seat models, described earlier in Section 4, are

analyzed in sequence with each preceding model accounting for mass interaction;

i.e., occupant with floor or floor and occupant with airframe. The aircraft

fmodel representations used are described below:
Midmom

Wowht Fumkp Ourdl Futmlap Undurfloor
Rpwmm-tatlon Lb X 103  Ob., In. Lasgd, In. Dotos., In.

Type 80 130 1020 40
C Type 158 140 1367 50

* O Type 175-220 170 1566 78
* D Type 245-320 170 1746 78

EType 328-432 220 2127 100

Anolyu to be performed in conjunction with 3720 cru tt prsuam

3 The results of the trend analysis are shown in Figure 6-2. The unfil-

tered and 50 Hz filtered peak accelerations in the longitudinal aft and verti-

cal up directions, averaged over four fuselage locations, (masses 3, 4, 5, and

6) which represent approximately the region from the forward to aft passenger

regions, are plotted. The trend indicated is a reduction in acceleration

level as the aircraft size and mass increase. Normalized to L-1649 filtered

data the variation in the vertical direction appears to be ±20 percent. Nor-

malized to L-1649 filtered data the variation ir the longitudinal direction

appears to be +15 percent to -30 percent for the gross weight range from 80K

to 432K. The results are sensitive to the assumptions regarding model property

relationships, particularly in the representation of the lower fuselage crush-

ing and the ground representation. Figures 6-3 through 6-6 show the response

obtained analytically for the "C" class aircraft throughout the occupant occu-

pied floor region. The pulse shape varies in magnitude, shape, and time of

peak occurrence. While differing in magnitude and duration slightly, the

p. pulse variation throughout the floor region is similar to the aircraft in the

other categories.
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SECTION 7

TRANSPORT SEAT TEST PERFORMANCE

7.1 FAA CAMI Test/Seat Configuration Description

The FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMI) recently completed a series

of static and dynamic tests for several transport aircraft seat configurations.

The test program, described in Reference 10, is an attempt to expand the

available data base and is designed to obtain information regarding seat

performance for different conditions/configurations. No attempt is made

to relate the seat performance to the crash environment. The planned test

conditions are described in Figure 7-1. The seat configurations are described

in Table 7-1. The dynamic pulse, in all cases, is a trapezoidal shaped

3acceleration-time history with a relatively short (30 millisecond) onset time
to generate a response approaching that of the acceleration step function, and

is one dhich can be easily generated in the laboratory. As long as the pulse

duration is sufficiently long, so that the maximum response and/or failure

of the seat-restraint-occupant system (SROS) occurs during the pulse, the

objective of the test will be achieved. A summary of the seat configuration

test combinations is shown in Table 7-2.

7.2 Evaluation of Test Results

The evaluation of the test results is presented with regard to:

s Dynamic versus static inputs

* Deformed versus underformed floor

e Unidirectional versus multidirectional loading

I
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Test Loading eore Aft
Conditions Static Dynaic Fwd Down Side Floor Paneangers Comments

I X X Static test, forward loading
2 x X x One track rolled 10dogrmsone

track pitched to 10 degrees US
Army Crash Survival Design Guide

3 X X Dynamic evaluation of Test 1I
4 X X x Some Tat 3with Aft Sated

Passengers E

5 x X X Dynamic evaluation of Test 2
6 X X X X
7 X x x Yawed30 degrass
8 X X x Dynamic Evaluation of Tat 7
9 x X X x SomeansTest 8,Includes deformed

floor
10 X X X X Ratio of9:4.6:1.5 in forard,

downauerd. and sidemurd
_______directions

Figure 7-1. -FAA-CANI planned test conditions.

To assess the results, the following tests were compared:I

*No. 1 vs No. 3 (static versus dynamic forward loading)

*No. 1 vs No. 2 (static, undeformed versus deformed floor)

*No. 3 vs No. 5 (dynamic, undeformed versus deformed floor)

*No. 3 vs No. 8 (dynamic, forward vs 30 degree yaw)

*No. 3 vs No. 10 (dynamic, forward vs 9:4.5:1.5)

*No. 8 vs No. 9 (dynamic, 30 degree yaw, undeformed versus deformed
floor)

To assist in the overall evaluation, tables were established to compare

loads and failure modes. In addition, a summary comparison of equivalent

acceleration levels, f ailures and ratio of loads is presented.

7-2



TABLE 7-1. -FMA-CAMI TEST SEAT CONFIGURATIONS

Sat Configuraton No.FaeI
No. Nano 2 3 Descrption

1 Hsrdmen 9750 X From wide-bod aircraft. The aisle ide assembly apisyad* out tower the
103736.6 "li (3043). Seat was rectanqular torque tube a primary structural membe.

with leop and eat belt/gust beck brackets bolted to tube. Seat pen formed by
the tube and light shiest metal extensions I ore-eft rivetedto tubes. I.Vhtnn
holes in torque tube.

2 Hardman 9750- X Similar to No.1I except both leg vertical.
103736-023

3 Hardman 9750- X Appers the mwasNo. 2.
106160-12

%4 Hardman 9760- X SimlarIn constructon to No. 2and No. 3except nolighteniglmein torque
1061604 tube.

5 Hlardman 9750- X Samilar In construction to No. 4 but with provisions for storage of oxygen
10500-3/4 generators in net backs.

6 Hardman 9500- X Coech sem. Primary structure is a rectangular torque tube. Seat pens are
102307 formed aluminum slies metal. hhtgs at the aft support bracket. Lop

attached differently than Was. 1-.
7 Hardman 9300- X First clos mat with service console between me. Primary structure is ped

101433 pheral fram wit formed, and extruded aluminum elements. Seat lapsend
sea back/sea belt fittings attached to fram Seat pen formed of perforaed
aluminum shiet suspeded be twe front end rear.

I TECO TI 1003. X Unique modular construction. Primary structural element is ircular alumi.
2-401 num torque tube. Seat logs, arm rests and sm bucket assemblies ea damped

(clamshell damps) to tube to prevent rotation about the tube by a sure
leg which fit In the keyway in the demshell dampw Laps are aluminum
forging of Iivere UV" desig with I-beam cromsction. Seat bucket
molded from foam filled fiberglass epoxy composite and carried structure
for lapbelt attachment aet bucket attached to torque tube by clamp which
incorporates an energy absorber. The absrbe is an oversized hook duigme
to soperste a slut In a ductile stee plate.a the est bucket rotated about the

10 W 245 X Frtcoes usnanitralrifredfull width chest metal boxes
thepriarystrctue ithlop bak ad mt cushion suspended from the

bOx.
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The equivalent G. of the occupant is obtained as follows:

(a) dynamic

FX Reaction Load - Seat Weight x G x(input)
IOccupant Weights*I

(b) static

Block force]

The equivalent Gx values are used for comparative purposes only.

7.2.1 Static Versus Dynamic (Test 1 vs Test 3)

The FMA-CAMI data comparing dynamic vs static tests is shown In Tables

7-3 and 7-4 for eight FM-CAMI seat configuration tests.* The results indicate

that an average dynamic amplification factor of 1.72 per lG of loading exists,

as determined by dividing the equivalent G~ of the occupant by the dynamic G~

input. A value of 1.69 is reported in Reference 10.

The average equivalent static Gx, based on body block force is 16.3.

Correspondingly, the average equivalent dynamic Gx is 17.3. The ratio of the

dynamic to static results for these two equivalences from Table 7-4 is approx-

imately 1.08. The average ratio for reaction loads and seat belt loads is

between 1.02 and 1.20. The implication of a ratio greater than 1.0 is thatI the seat failed at dynamic loads that were higher than for the corresponding
static test. However, this suggests that a 9G trapezoidal pulse (nearly step)

is expected to be more severe than a 9G static load. From a simple single seat/

occupant KRASH model one would expect a dynamic amplification factor of 1.7 to

1.85 for a 0.030 second onset of a pulse, which is pretty much in agreement

with the 1.69 to 1.72 test values noted earlier. Figure 7-2 shows a compari-

son of RASH results for the single seat/occupant model subjected to step,

trapezoid and triangular pulses. Interpreting the analysis results in light

of the test results would indicate that a 9G dynamic step should produce a

more severe loading condition than the static case.

*Occupant Weight - 165 lb. individual seat weight -25 lb.
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U

GX TORSO EQUIVALENT
FWDSEAT REARSEAT TORSO FOR 9 Ox STATIC GX TO

PULSE PULSE LEG LEG Gx(=9) EXCITATION PRODUCESGx
CONDITION 4 * TORSO RESPONSE

STEP 91.79 1.85 1.70 15.3 5.3
.030 t, TIME

TRAPEZOID 9 1.68 1.41 1.60 14.4 .6

.04 0.6 .03 t ___

TRIANGULAR 9 1.39 1.13 1.33 12.0 6.6
_ _ _ _ _ b--.120--. t _ _ _ _

TRIANGULAR , 9 .78 .62 .77 7.0 11.6

9G PEAK FOR ALL CONDITIONS, TIME IN SECONDS
* RATIO OF DYNAMIC LOAD TO STATIC BODY BLOCK FOR FORE-AFT DIRECTION REACTION LOAD,

BASED ON ANALYSIS

I
Figure 7-2. - Comparison of KRASH results for different

dynamic pulses.

The FAA-CAMI test results do not substantiate a need for dynamic tests

in lieu of static tests for the following reasons.

" Failure modes experienced in the static tests for seat configurations
1, 2/3, 4 and 5 all of which are basically the same type (except for

the seat pan), one different than the failure modes noted in the
dynamic test results. However, it is very likely that the body block
design for this type of seat can lead to this type of failure and not
the indicative of dynamic vs static effects. In subsequent seat con-
figuration tests 7, 9 and 10, the static and dynamic test failures are
similar.

" Failures are predominantly tension type and occur at attachments to
the seat or at the base. Tension type failures are not as sensitive
to the rate of loading as are compression failures. This would
indicate that static tests could account for the seat failure modes I
experienced in a dynamic test, provided the body block is representa-
tive of occupant motion loading.

7-8



" The scatter In the data indicates that the results are very sensitive
to design construction and possibly load variations. For example,
for similar seat configurations I through 5, the variations in the
ratios of dynamic to static factors are:

o Equivalent G X, .76 to .9

oVertical reaction, .88 to 1.17

oLongitudinal reaction, .90 to 1.09

o Belt loads, .75 to 1.33

" There is no noticeable crunching of structure in either the static or
dynamic tests. To some extent the test setup precludes this phenom-
enon. The test is designed to restrain the seat movement after
a tailure occurs, and the lack of interaction of fore and aft seat
rows prevents additional deformation being experienced.

7.2.2 Deformed Versus Undef(,zmed Floors (Test I vs Test 2 and Test 3 vs
Test 5

The FAA-CAMI data, comparing deformed floor versus undeformed floor

tests, are shown in Tables 7-5 and 7-6 for static tests and 7-7 and 7-8

for dynamic tests. In 3 of the 14 tests the seats failed during application
of floor static deformation prior to testing. Five seats (Nos. 4, 6, 7, 9,L and 10) were tested statically. In general, the seats vith a deformed floor

failed at comparable longitudinal reactions and equivalent Gx values, except

for seat configuration No. 7. The failure locations are similar with perhaps

some track failures noted on the deformed floor condition not experienced with

an undeformed floor. Six of the seats were tested dynamically. Three of the

seats with deformed floors (Nos. 1, 4 and 7) failed at substantially lower

loads (reaction, belt and/or equivalent GC ) than the seats tested with

an undeformed floor. The other three seats (Nos. 8, 9, and 10) exhibited

equal. or greater, loads at failure with the deformed floor versus the unde-

formed floor. The failure location and types appeared to be similar regard-

less of the floor deformation state.

While the tests may indicate that deformation of floors can influence

results for some seat configurations, there is a need to determine real-

istically what degree of floor deformation the crash environment will induce.

7-9
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7.2.3 Unidirectional Versus Multidirectional Loading (Test 3 vs Test 8 and
Test 10)

The comparison of data from the FAA-CAMI tests with regard to directional

loading effects is shown in Tables 7-9 and 7-10 for forward versus 30-degree

yaw (combined forward and side) and Tables 7-11 and 7-12 for forward versus

combined forward, up and side loading. Eight seat configurations (all except

No. 1) were tested for comparison between forward-only versus forward with

* 30-degree yaw. For all the seat configurations the loads at which failure

occurs are less for the yaw condition than forward-only condition, in addi-

tion, the failure mode for the yaw condition is associated with the attachment

* to the track as opposed to a fitting failure. The significant decrease in load

capability with a 30-degree yaw loading indicates an area of concern. The

crash scenario analyses should be related to the requirements for testing with

combined yaw and longitudinal forces.

For the comparison between the forward only versus the combined forward,

up and side load the results are more mixed. The equivalent C Xvalue and

reaction loads vary substantially for each seat configuration. Some show

* increases in reaction loads while others show a decrease for the combined

loading.

Of interest is that three seat configurations (Nos. 6, 9, and 10), in

both tests 8 and 10, failed at the track, while seat configurations 4, 5 and

7 exhibited tension failures at the frame or base attachment for side or

combined loading, just as in the forward direction only loading condition.

7.2.4 Undeformed Versus Deformed Floor for Yaw Condition (Test 8 vs Test 9)

The comparison of data from the FAA-CAMI tests, with regard to the effect

* of floor deformation for a yawed condition is shown in Tables 7-13 and 7-14.

Four seat configurations were tested. The data from seat configuration No. 8

are omitted since in both tests it was tested at two acceleration levels with

* fix-up between tests which introduces some confusion with regard to the

results. The results for the other three configurations (Nos. 4, 9 and 10)

that were tested, indicate that track failures occur due to the yaw. Deforma-
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Hiowever, it must be recognized that this evaluation is based on only three

test comparisons.

7.3 Seat Test Versus Analysis Results

KRASH transport seat models for two passenger and three passenger occu-

pancy are shown in Section 4. The analytical model is a general representa-

tion in that it is not tailored after any particular seat configuration tested

by FM-CilI. The model represents a seat with stiff and straight legs, 20 inch

wide by 17 inch deep frame connected by beam members. Diagonal tension mem-

bers are used to represent the seat pan. The interaction between occupant and

seat during a forward loading condition is represented by unidirectional

compression-only members. Torso rotation is resisted by a torsional spring at

the pelvic location.

To help assess seat-occupant performance in a crash environment, the KRASH

two occupant seat model (Figure 4-7) was used to compare with available -6G x
test data (Test No. A81063). The results for seat reaction and seat belt

loads are shown in Figure 7-3. The analysis tends to show consistently lower

values (19% to 49%) for the vertical loads and consistently higher values

(1.5% to 15.5%) for the longitudinal loads. The analytically obtained seat

belt peak load is approximately 12.5% lower than the corresponding test value.

The time history of load responses is shown in Figures 7-4, 7-5 and 7-6. A

comparison of analysis and test occupant responses is shown in Figure 7-7 for

the pelvis and chest. Figure 7-8 shows occupant motion versus time for the

analysis. Cursory film analysis has been performed which shows the analysis

in agreement with the test up to .200 second of time. The data shown in Fig-

ures 7-3 through 7-7 is for the time period <.250 second. Since additional

model validation is required, comprehensive film analysis and comparisons of

occupant responses should be included. Also the effects of parameter changes

i.e. torsional pelvic resistance, and occupant-seat interface stiffness should

be fully evaluated. Thus the analytical results should be considered prelimi-

nary and used for comparative studies only.
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300 - RIGHT DUMMY LAP LOOP

KRASH SEAT- OCCUPANT
MODEL ANALYSES
FAA-CAMI SLED
TEST A81063

2000

PEAK VALUES
ANALYSIS 1760

ITEST  i2000

0t50 100 150 200 250

TIME, MILLISECONDS

S300

LEFT DUMMY LAP LOOP

200

I

10- o
, / PEAK VALUES

It] J* - ANALYSIS I 1730]

" [TEST 20001I

0 50 100 IS0 200 250

TIME. MILLISECONDS

Figure 7-6. Comparison of Test and Analysis Lap Belt Loop loads
-6Gx Ramped (.030) Step Pulse
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Figure 7-8. Occupant Motion History, Analysis of -6G xStep Pulse
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SECTION 8

SEAT-OCCUPANT PERFORMANCE IN A CRASH ENVIRONMENT

The FAA-CMI transport seat test results are discussed in Section 7. The

;-V tests provide data with regard to failure levels as related to a series of

loading conditions (see Table 7-1). The FAA-CAMI tests, however, do not

address seat-occupant behavior in an anticipated crash environment. Thus,

using the KRASH seat-occupant model, analyses were performed to obtain seat

reaction loads for various floor pulses. The unfiltered longitudinal floor

pulses used in the trend analyses (stub wing slope impact) are shown in

Figure 8-1, for the "B," "C," and "E" class aircraft. Figures 8-2 and 8-3
showthewid-body ground-to-ground overrun analyses floor pulses. Teple

at floor locations near fuselage mass 3 (FS 460) and mass 6 (FS 925) are used

in the analysis. Figure 8-4 is the longitudinal pulse measured at FS 925 for

the L-1649 six-degree slope impact test. Also shown in Figure 8-4 is an

overly conservative envelope of that pulse. From the measured longitudinal

pulse for the L-1649 test shown in Figure 8-4, the A~V is =16 fps for the

unfiltered data. This AV is slightly higher than the analytical pulse

obtained from the class "C" airplane analysis (15 fps) (Figure 8-1). The

average FAA-CAMI longitudinal pulse for two-occupant seats is superimposed on

all the pulses shown in Figures 8-1 through 8-4. Figure 8-5 shows the rela-

tionship between the rear leg combined F x, F z tension loads and seat belt loop

17 loads and the peak G value of an equivalent .030 second ramped step pulse.

The analysis showed agreement within the range of -12.5% to +15.5% with test

data for these two parameters. The solid line in Figure 8-5 represents

analytically obtained response loads as a function of input acceleration for

a .030 second ramped step pulse and a two-occupant seat KRASH model. The

associated test step values at -6G~ and -10 G~ amplitude are shown on

Figure 8-5. Using the KRASH seat-occupant model and analytically or L-1649

test determined floor pulses, rear leg tension and seat belt loads were then

obtained. Horizontal lines (dashed) from these values on the ordinate scale

8-1



o "B" AIRPLANE TRANSPORT
A AV -18.5 t/sc /SEAT TEST

I / PULSE

-10 0 V = I S %fAV 1se/m

"C" AIRPLANE P C

z A V- 15 ftln Ei----I-5__ A SYMBO0LS

U'- B -
03 "E"* AiRPLANE

0.0 -

5.0 r i

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

TIME, SEC.

Figure 8-1. Longitudinal Pulses, Classes "R," "C" and "E" Stub Wing
Configurations, 6-Degree Slope Impact

* -15.0
0 G60-328-1.A&V -9.7 f/e
0 GG0.328-3, A V - 19 ft/sac}

GGO-328-5,AV - Idftsuc

-10.0

LU

0 -5.0

o.00 o.o5 0.10 o.20 .25 0.30
TIME, SEC

Figure 8-2. Longitudinal Pulses, Ground-to-Ground Overruns, GGO-328-1, -3, 5,
Flexible Ground
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-15.0 G.2..V7tU

-10.01~ 0Pm GGO.324A Va -13ft/rn

50

L0.

0.0 .0 0 6150.00.25 0.30

TIME. SEC

Figure 8-3. Longitudinal Pulses, Ground-to-Ground Overruns

000-328-2, -4, -6, Rigid Ground

-15A0 ENVEOP OF
11640 TRANSPORT
MEASURED /SEAT TEST

IPULSE, FS925 PULSE
-10.0 . '*m j- (AV 51 ft/uc)

27Ctw

4C -5.

ACTUAL L11640 MEASURED PULSE, P5025 (AV - 16 ft/usc

TIME. SEC.

Figure 8-4. Longitudinal Pulse, L1649 6-Degree Slope Impact Test, FS 925
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are drawn until they intersect their respective solid lines. At this point3 dashed vertical lines are drawn which intersects the abscissa. The value at

the abscissa is the equivalent -G x input needed from a .030 ramped step pulse

to produce the respective loads obtained analytically from the time-history

floor pulse study. Included in the plotted data are analyses results for

several ground overrun conditions, impacts onto a six-degree slope for stub

wing configurations of three different category aircraft, a reference L-1649

test measured pulse, and the reference L-1649 pulse conservatively enveloped.

For each of these unfiltered floor pulses a peak -G x and AV are noted on

Figure 8-5. The wide-body aircraft analysis floor pulses tend to be equiva-

lent to a <-4.8 G~ step pulse while the narrow body analysis results as

depicted by Category "B" and "C" are closer to <-6GX. The actual L1649

measured pulse at FS 925 shows an equivalent step pulse of a-5.7G . The

interpretation of Figure 8-4 plots is that the analytically produced floor

pulse for the "C" category aircraft yields seat leg and belt loop loads

equivalent to the L1649 test pulse, despite differences in peak G's.

Enveloping the L-1649 pulse as shown in Figure 8-4 produces an extremely3 conservative result. The comparison of conditions "B" and "C" appears to be

consistent with the trend results provided in Figure 6-2. Based on a dynamic

amplification factor of 1.7 alluded to in Section 7 in comparing static and

dynamic test results it can be deduced that the equivalent static results

might be between -8.2 G x and -10.2 G x for configurations "C" and "B"D

respectively.

RIO The analyses of the vertical and combined vertical/horizontal acceleration

impacts are more difficult to evaluate since the recent tests did not include

any vertical-only Impacts and the combined 9:4.5:1.5 test included side loads

which may have contributed significantly to the failure. To evaluate the

effect of vertical impacts on seat-occupant performance, a single occupant

seat KRASH model was utilized. The analysis is for comparative purposes

only since two-occupant seats can be expected to respond unsymmetrically

and with different magnitude reaction loads. Without a calibration with

test data for vertical loading only, quantification of analyses results

could be misleading. The analyses are heavily dependent on the representation

8-5
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of the stiffness, as well as the occupant mass concentration. For the

analytical results presented, the occupant mass was located longitudinally

halfway between the seat center and rear legs. As the mass moves forward

toward the center of the seat, the compressive load is more uniformly reacted

by the front and rear legs. Changes in occupant-seat stiffness could affect

transmissibility factors, depending on the relative duration of pulse and the

occupant-seat system response.

The hard landing conditions are primarily vertical-only impacts, and

thus, represent rational conditions to compare to idealized vertical-only

pulses. Table 8-1 shows the 5 hard landing analyses from which results are

used. The cases represent a spectrum of acceleration values and pulse shapes.

Only a segment of each pulse which is considered most severe is presented.

Figures 8-6 through 8-10 show the pulses used. For reference purposes an ana-

lytically developed floor pulse for the L-1649 six-degree slope impact at the

airplace CG, as well as unfiltered test data at FS 685 are presented in

Figure 8-11. Figure 8-12 presents the results of the more severe floor pulses

obtained from the hard landing analyses in relation to equivalent .030

second - ramped step -Gz (headward deceleration) pulses based on both the

total maximum compressive reaction loads and Dynamic Response Index (DRI) for

vertical-only loading. The same procedure as described for Figure 8-5 is

TABLE 8-1. PEAK -G ACCELERATION AND PULSE VELOCITIES FOR HARD LANDING
z CASES ANALYZED

AGHL358-

-I -2 -3 -4 -5

0 ®0 ®D ®®00O
-Gz Peek 3.5 3.0 6.6 5.0 4.2 2.6 4.1 7.2 4.3 2.9

V ft/u ( 20.3 17.8 30.0 11.1 13.8 11.1 15.4 21.5 20.6 8.1

Mw Mm, FS 1424
Mw 3, FSF677

® Velocity wecimted with puse analyzed
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FLOOR PULSE

MODEL CASE PEAK..G, V ftumc
AG HL-358

M3 UPPER TORSO 8 LB. -1 35 20.3
K3OCPN)-2 6.7 307
K3(OCUAN)-3 4.2 13.8

900 LB/IN. -4 7.2 21.5

M2 LOWER TORSO. 88 LB. __5_ 4.I2.

2000 L1649______________
~-K2 (OCCUPANT TO -A 8.4 15.5 SOFTER. K2\

-ISEAT) -T 20.7 13.0 DIRECTION
a2000 LB/IN. 660328

0 ~MI SEAT, 27LB - . . 1

a-P-K 1 (SEAT LEGS) -6_ 7.4_ 13.0

LU ~1.1 x 106 LB/Itt.
2CT.
a - - - - - -- - - - - -

I-I

201 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 103
20 SOFTER, K2 v-

16 DIRECTION

S12

8 3 0 AIR-TO-GROUND HARD LANDING. SEE TABLE 6-4.
2 5 FOR DEFINITION OF AGHL-358 IMPACT CONDITIONS

5 2 10 L16# SIX-OEGREE SLOPE IMPACT
4 IA - ANALYTICALLY OBTAINED PULSE

4 T -TEST MEASURED PULSE
G GROUNO.TO-G ROUND OVERRUN. SEE TABLE 5-2 FOR
-DEFINITION OF IMPACT CONDITIONS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

EQUIVA LENT - G. RAMPED (0.030 SECOND) STEP ACCELERATION

Figure 8-12. Equivalent -G2 Ramped Step Input for Analytically
Obtained Hard Landing PulsesI
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applicable for the interpretation of Figure 8-12 data. The results shown in

Figure 8-12 indicate that an equivalent ramped step acceleration of -4.2 C

would cover the spectrum of cases analyzed for a single occupant seat, provided
the effective vertical stiffness (seat pan and frame) between the occupant and

seat is 2000 lbs/in. For the measured test pulse the equivalent step pulse is

-4.8 (. zo despite the peak magnitude reaching -20.7 G z. The analytically

obtained pulse (Figure 8-11), while lower in amplitude, is more broad band

than the transient test pulse, and thus results in a higher DRI. Several

overrun analyses results are included in Figure 8-12. These cases represent

conditions for which the structural integrity of the fuselage is more likely

to be preserved during the crash scenario. The vertical pulses for these

overrun cases are shown in Figure 8-13. For cases GGO-328-1 and -5 the

Sanalysis results indicate an equivalent -G zof :53 exists and no fuselage

loads in excess of the respective allowables. However, for the GGO-328-6 case

the equivalent step is approximately -5.6 C zand the fuselage bending moments

obtained via analysis exceed their allowables at fuselage stations forward

of FS 677. It is anticipated that two-occupant seats or unsymmetrically

loaded three-occupant seats would respond differently than the configuration

analyzed. However, until these analytical results are calibrated with test

data the extension of the analyses to two and three occupant seats would be

only an academic exercise. Futhermore, it must be recognized that in reality

there is a longitudinal component which could alter the seat reaction load

magnitude and distribution. This factor has not been taken into account in

the single-occupant seat analysis for vertical only loading floor pulses.

Figures 8-14 and 8-15 illustrate sample plots of the fuselage shear loads

and bending moments in the passenger region (FS 426 to FS 1663) for the

overrun and hard landing analyses, respectively, normalized to the ultimate

allowable loads. Since actual failure loads are not available, a region

has been arbitrarily designated in which fuselage deformation could be

anticipated. The data points at the high end of the deformation regime

indicate a high potential for fuselage break-up. The data points within the

deformation region can be interpreted as marginal performance with regard to

~ structural integrity. The data points below the deformation region would be

indicative of satisfactory fuselage performance in that the fuselage would be

% 8-11
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expected to maintain its structural integrity. From the data shown in

Figure 8-14, the shear and moment responses from overrun conditions GCO-32-1.,

which represent an impact into a slope with flexible ground and an

ENV =6 ft/sec, are well below the deformation region. However, a similiar

4impact onto a rigid surface (GGO-328-2) results in shears and bending moments

which potentially result in fuselage deformation. For higher effective

normal velocity impacts the resultant loads increase, along with more like-

lihood of fuselage breakup. From the data shown in Figure 8-15, the analyses

1% for the hard landing condition at the 15 ft/sec sink speed (AGHL-358-1),
-" indicate that the fuselage loads may not be severe enough to result in

deformation. However, at the 20 ft/sec sink speed impact (AGHL-3), the

analyses results show substantially increased fuselage shear and bending

such that fuselage break-up could occur. The two conditions illustrated

in Figure 8-15 are for a 6 nose-up attitude impact. Similar comparative

results exist for a more severe 150 nose-up attitude.

I.81

t ..

4 W
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SECTION 9

SUMf4ARY OF RESULTS

9.1 Overall Program

The overall program is diagrammned in Figure 1-5. The various tasks which
led to the conclusions and recommendations in the subsequent section are:

e Evaluation of existing floor pulse test data

e Analysis of narrow-body airplane and wide-body airplane response for
six-degree slope impact

* Analysis of wide-body airplane response to candidate crash scenarios

e Trend analysis of airplane mass and size effects

*Evaluation of current transport seat test performance

*Evaluation of occupant-seat response to candidate crash scenario

conditions

The objectives of the program with regard to a) an assessment of trans-
port seat test performance and b) a definition of the crash environment pro-

duced floor pulses for a range of transport aircraft were accomplished with

the use of available test and airplane data combined with the hybrid analysis

techniques associated with program KRASH. Figure 9-1 shows the relationship

of the available data for input and the methodology employed to meet the

objectives as well as the overall results and recommendations.

9.2 Existing Floor Pulse Data

The existing floor pulse data are limited. The L-1649 slope-impact test,

performed nearly two decades ago, represents the basis for available floor

pulses. The longitudinal direction pulses shown in Figure 4-5 are reason-

ably well defined .Within the passenger floor region an approximate triangular

9-1
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B
I

pulse between -8 CX and -10 GX peak and with .07 to .100 seconds duration

appears likely. In the vertical direction, the passenger region floor pulses,

shown in Figure 3-6, appear oscillatory and are more difficult to define. At

best they can be characterized as -5 GZ to -13 GZ peak, triangular with a

duration of .02 to .04 seconds. Figures 9-2 and 9-3 show the floor pulse

data obtained from the L-1649 tests both unfiltered and KRASH low-pass

(20 Hz and 50 Hz) filtered in the longitudinal and vertical directions,

respectively.

9.3 Analysis of L-1649 Six Degree Slope Impact

Both narrow-body and wide-body airplane analyses have been performed.

The analyses are first performed in an attempt to compare with the available

L-1649 test data. Prior to impact with first a six-degree slope and, sub-

sequently, with a 20-degree slope, the model representation of the test

Marticle is deliberately damaged to, a) remove landing gears and, b) simulate

wing tank rupture due to columnar type penetration. The analyses show that

an exact match of acceleration peak levels, acceleration distribution and

failure modes simultaneously, is difficult. However, within a range of

assumed configuration and ground representations, the acceleration levels,

particularly in the passenger region, are reasonably close to the test data

(Figure 4-9 and 4-10). For comparable impact conditions the analyses show

wide-body aircraft to have potentially lower longitudinal and vertical

responses (Figures 4-16 and 4-17) than those of a narrow-body aircraft.

The determination of floor pulses, particularly for the slope overrun

condition is sensitive to the assumed values of ground flexibility, ground

coefficient of friction and fuselage underside crushing. These parameters

were altered for the L-1649 model and the six-degree slope impact condition.

The results are plotted in Figure 9-4. One can observe from Figure 9-4 that

the higher longitudinal accelerations occur for the rigid ground 1L=.7

condition and the lower accelerations for the rigid ground M=.5 condition.

The higher vertical accelerations are associated with the rigid ground condi-

tions and the lower accelerations with the flexible ground and greater crush

j representations. Taking all representations into account the variation in

longitudinal accelerations at a mid fuselage station (FS 700) is n9 ±2g.

9-3I
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The variation in vertical acceleration at the same fuselage station is =5 ±2g.

When considering the flexible ground and increased crush representations only

the variation in accelerations is more like < 10 percent in the longitudinal

direction and < 25 percent in the vertical direction. Ground flexibility has

the effect of providing additional fuselage underside crushing. The range

of ±10 to ±25 percent is realistically the quantitative assessment that can

3 be expected from a crash analysis.

9.4 Wide-body Airplane Candidate Crash Scenario Analysis

The candidate crash scenarios, depicted in Table 5-1, are analyzed to

obtain peak acceleration (longitudinal and vertical) floor pulses. The

results are summarized in Tables 5-3, 5-5, and 5-7. Figures 9-5, 9-6, and

9-7 show the peak simultaneous longitudinal-vertical, longitudinal-lateral

and vertical-lateral responses at two floor locations for the ground-to-

ground symmetrical overruns, the air-to-ground symmetrical hard landings and

the unsymmetrical impacts, respectively.

The ground-to-ground overrun accelerations are shown in Figure 9-5. The

peak dynamic longitudinal pulses associated with slope Impacts can be as high

as -13.4 Gx . However, as was shown in Section 8 (Figure 8-5), the effective

step pulse is more like -4.8 GX and with an equivalent static <-9 G X . This

scenario condition produces combined vertical-longitudinal pulses which should

3 be considered in evaluating seat performance.

From Figure 9-6 it can be noted that the loading direction is primarily

vertical with maximum peak upward accelerations in the range of -3.5 G to

-7.5 GZ . The downward acceleration pulses are generally of short duration

(, .060). The peak longitudinal (dynamic) pulses are relatively small in

magnitude with all but one response less than -3.7 GX.

The results for the yaw condition for both air-to-ground and ground-to-

ground crash scenarios are shown in Figure 9-7. The peak side loads produced

in the air-to-ground analyses are generally < 5 Gy, although an 8 Gy peak for

< .040 seconds is noted. The corresponding vertical and longitudinal accelera-

tions are comparable to their respective values produced in the symmetrical

impacts

9-7p
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The time durations associated with the magnitudes, provided in Figure 9-5

through 9-7, are not shown. However, the response of both the seat and occu-

U pant can be affected not only by the peak acceleration but also by the relative

durations of the seat-occupant system natural period and floor panel pulse.

F, The consequence of the various candidate scenario pulses on seat and occupant
performances is evaluated in Section 8.

9.5 Mass-Size Scaling Trends

Mass-size scaling trend analyses are described in section 6. The analyses
are performed for only one crash condition; the simulated L-1649 six-degree

slope impact. The assumptions for the trend analysis relate

. Crushing distance to available distance below floor

* Crushing force to aircraft weight

* )Fuselage stiffness properties to aircraft cross-sectional
properties

e Floor properties to aircraft type

ft The analyses based on these premises show a decrease in response as the size

and weight of aircraft increase (see Figure 6-2). The trend insofar as air-

F craft, size and mass indicates potentially higher requirements for smaller

narrow-body versus larger wide-body aircraft. As a rule one would inherently

expect the larger aircraft design to reflect higher loads capability due to

increased weight, (via sizing of members), since all current aircraft must

meet the same load factor requirements. However, larger aircraft contain more

crushable structure which overcompensates for impacts which occur at about

the same sink speed. or, looking at it another way, one can visualize that

for the same sink speed the larger aircraft have the advantage of more

crushable structure.

9.6 Transport Seat Test Evaluation

The FAA-CAMI seat test results are evaluated in Section 7. Acceleration

(.030 second ramped step) pulse relationships for the longitudinal-only, the

combined longitudinal lateral and the combined longitudinal-vertical-lateral
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dynamic tests with unwarped floors are shown in Figure 9-8, 9-9 and 9-10,

respectively. The results of the seat performances in the FAA-CAMI test

series indicate that

" Body blocks for some seat configurations do not properly load
the seat and improvements in the design. are needed. A potential
improved design used by the Navy is shown in Figure 9-11.

* Dynamic and static equivalence for longitudinal-only loading appear
to exist, notwithstanding differences due to static body block versus
anthropomorphic dummy loading. Failure modes for this type of loading
are generally rear-leg tension at the attachment of the fitting.

" Since no vertical-only or predominantly vertical loading tests were
performed, it cannot be ascertained what static equivalence to a
dynamic condition for this type of loading may exist.

a The failure mode for the yawed condition is primarily a track failure
which is different than the compression-tension type failures that
can be expected from vertical or longitudinal loading conditions.

a While floor deformation could degrade seat performance, it

(a) .Appears to be less influential than side loading

(b) Remains to be quantified in the crash environment

In conjunction with the seat test evaluation program, KRASH was used to

model two and three-occupant seats for comparison with available test data. t

The analyses results duplicate the trends in the tests with regard to seat

reactions and occupant responses.

9.7 Seat/Occupant Performance

The candidate crash scenario response pulses obtained via analyses and

* summarized in Section 7 were input into a KRASH seat-occupant representation.

The load reactions and occupant responses are compared with results obtained

from the use of the same analytical seat-occupant model with an idealized

.030 second ramped pulse input, for a range of peak accelerations up to 9 g' s.

The results of the ground-to-ground overrun analyses for longitudinal

(-G x) loading conditions; i.e., rear leg tension and seat belt loads, are

plotted as a function of equivalent -Gx ramped step input in Figure 8-5.

From the data in Figure 8-5, following the procedure described in Section 8,

it appears that an equivalent -4.8 G x ramped step pulse could exist for the

9-12 .
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Figure 9-11. Potential Improved Body Block Design

most severe overrun condition analyzed. Based on a 1.7 static to dynamic 3
amplification factor discussed in Section 7, the corresponding static value

is -8.2 G . The results of these analyses indicate that the current 9G static

seat forward-only loading requirement is adequate. There is little evidence

that floor sternumward loads (aft inertia) are significant in the crash

*. environment. A nominal seat 3G static aft load requirement appears more

* than adequate.

The air-to-ground hard landing analyses show higher vertical than longitu-

dinal acceleration responses. However, until analytical models are calibrated

with experimental data, it will be difficult to quantify equivalences. Analyses

to determine equivalent -Gz ramped step input values for vertical only loading

are described in Section 8. The results of analyses for hard landing conditions

are shown in Figure 8-12. Based on a simple one occupant-seat analysis with an

occupant-to-seat vertical stiffness of 2000 lbs/in equivalent step accelerations

of approximately -4.3 G might exists for hard landing conditions. Using thez

L1649 test measured pulse and the same single occupant seat model, the equivalent

step pulse is between -4.8 G and -5.3 G (Figure 8-12). Based on the analysesz z

of the overrun conditions the equivalent -G step value would be less usine

9-16



the same analytical model and approach. The analysis shows higher equivalent

step pulses; i.e. -5.6 Gzfor condition GGO-328-G. However this condition

iaccompanied by some indication of marginally high fuselage shear and bending

moments in the passenger region and thus the potential for fuselage deformation

and/or breakup. Higher floor pulses are developed for conditions GGO-328-3,

and -4, but as noted in Figure 8-13, the shear and bending moments are high

* enough to result in fuselage breakup, a condition which could invalidate the

use of these as realistic floor pulses.

The transmissability of the floor pulse to the occupant is very dependent

* on the pulse shape and system frequency. Figures 9-12 and 9-13 illustrate

this for a simple system. For the same ratio of t kIT the dynamic response

factor differs for the two pulses shown. Thus, to quantify seat-occupant

performance it is necessary to define both floor pulses and seat-occupant

stiffness/mass properties. Pure vertical loading can be expected to produce

leg compression loads. If the 1.7 amplification factor for longitudinal-

only loading is applicable, the seat performance for vertical loads produces

inertia loads approximately I.n the range of 7.Og to 9.Og down and 3.5g to

4.5g up, statically, with corresponding dynamic step pulses of ;--4.Og to 5.Og

and 2.Og to 2.5g, respectively. This direction of loading-is extremely sen-

sitive to the crushable structure between the passenger floor and lower fuselav'e

impact point, as well as the stiffness of the seat pan. Additional passenger

seat tests for this direction of loading could determine the appropriate ampli-

fication factor to be used. The analyses results for vertical direction floor

pulses for hard larding and overrun conditions may be further altered if the

effect of combined longitudinal-vertical loading is taken into account. The

symmetrical overrun analyses results show a need for evaluating combined

longitudinal-vertical loading effects on seat-occupant performance. The unsyrm-

metrical impact condition analyses results show the need to evaluate the effects

of lateral loads. As noted earlier the loading in the lateral direction results

in different failure modes than those associated with pure longitudinal loading.

fj Track related failures are associated with a lateral loading condition. Trans-

ient Peak values of s5g lateral are noted in the analyses which may be equivalent

to something in the order of 3g static.
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9.8 Limitations of Analyses

The results of the various analyses are presented in Sections 4 through 8.

In evaluating the validity of the analytical results it is important to under-

stand the range of assumptions and the possible consequences of such assump-

tions. The following is a description of the pertinent assumptions which

were used.

* The L-J649 six-degree slope impact test results are matched in the
longitudinal direction in the passenger region. However, unless

Wground flexibility is assumed, the vertical responses appear high.
Ground flexibility has the same effect as increased crushing distance
on reducing vertical responses.

Fi The response of the airframe and floor, particularly in the vertical
direction is significantly affected by the crushing characteristics
of the structure. The current models assume that the loads from the
impact point at the base of the fuselage underside are transmitted to
the passenger floor via the floor posts, which are flexible and the
airframe shell, which does not deform. Wherein loads can be high the
shell lower sidewall might deform, absorbing energy and reducing load.
A model which could account for shell deformation is shown below.

U

0SM.d Point

0 RoPintO MElement
or Spdno
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Obviously, this level of detail at several locations would enlarge the
modeling requirements significantly. Vertical impact tests, using
available sections, could prove valuable in assessing whether addi-
tional modeling detail is required. If significant shell deformation
occurs one can expect that the peak accelerations obtained with a linear
fuselage shell representation may be on the high side.

" The stub-wing model and rigid ground assumption used in the trend
analyses simplify the KRASH model and allows for a comparison of
results based solely on fuselage characteristics. If flexible
ground were included, the results could be masked depending on the
characteristics of the ground. The assumptions used to scale the
aircraft math models are premises only and have not been verified
with experimental data.

* Fuselage failure potential in the current analyses is based on exceed-
ance of either a maximum shear or bending load. En reality a comboina-
tion of simultaneous shear and bending will induce plastic deformation
and/or failure. The incorporation of combined loads failure criteria in
KRASH, as recommended in Reference 1, will enhance representations of
combined loading conditions.

" The lift condition for wide-body analyses assumes a uniform 1G
distribution. The actual aerodynamic lift condition is different and
could influence some results. The inclusion of an improved KRASH IC
subroutine, recommended in Reference 1, will allow this factor to be
fully evaluated in a straightforward cost-effective manner, as well as

4 enhance representations of test conditions in which initial loads or
deformations (i.e. floor pitch and roll) are acting.

" The ICRASH seat-occupant analytical models represent the occupant in a
rudimentary fashion. The analytical results appear to compare favor-
ably with regard to seat loads and can show occupant fold-over motion.
However, without additional refinements occupant motion can not be
expected to be depicted in total As a detailed occupant model would.
Extending or combining KRASH capability with detailed occupant models
for calibration with test data is both feasible and desirable.

9.9 Proposed Verification Program

Based on the evaluation of the FAA-CAMI transport seat tests, available

floor pulse data and current candidate crash scenario analyses, a verification

program is proposed. The salient features of the program outlined in Figure

9-14 are as follows:

o Perform drop tests of sections typical of several airplane categories
to obtain crush characteristics which, in turn, can be utilized in a
refined KRASH analysis of the crash scenarios. Include representatively
loaded floor sections to ascertain transmissibility from the airframe.
as well as obtain measureable pulses. Refine the KRASH model as
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required to obtain floor pulses which are consistent with measured
data. For each category of aircraft structure, 3 tests may be required
to cover the range of sink speeds from 10 ft/sec to 20 ft/sec to 30 ft/sec.

* Perform seat-occupant tests to validate analytical models and comple-
ment the recent FAA-CAMI transport seat tests. As a minimum, the
following tests are necessary.

1. Gz vertical (upward) forces static and ramp accelerations
dynamic, covering the range from 3 to 9 G's in intervals of 3G's
and varying the ramp rate from .01 to .10 seconds. The data from
these tests are to be used to verify seat stiffness properties on
static and dynamic conditions and facilitate combined loading
analyses.

2. Combined -G vertical (headward) and -G longitudinal (spineward)
decelerations with the following combinations.

x 3 4.5 6 9

3 I .1
4.5 * I • I
9 * * 0 J

3. Combined Longitudinal-Vertical-lateral tests with G @ ±1.5 and U
±3.0 in the following combinations:

-Gz

-G 3 4.5 6

4.5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
9 0 0 0

4. Investigate track and fitting integrity for side and combined
loading conditions.

i
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The results of all seat tests shall be used to form an envelope of

performance such as illustrated below:

9 
G

6.0

-G\ G = 0, ±1.5, ±3.0
x 

y

3.0

3 6 9
-G

The seat test results should be used to validate analytical models so
that crash analysis pulses can be equated to equivalent ramp pulses.

Measured parameters that can be used include:

1. Rear leg tension loads - longitudinal forces

2. Front and rear leg compression loads and deformation - vertical
and combined loadings

3. Occupant -G acceleration, Dynamic Response Index (DRI)-Vertical
loading z

4. Seat belt loads, - occupant G accelerations, - longitudinal
loading x

5. Track and fitting failure and deformation - lateral loading,
combined loading

For tension failures, such as in pure longitudinal loading conditions,
a static equivalence to a dynamic acceleration exists. In the case
of a ramped acceleration pulse, the static equivalence is approximately
1.5 to 2.0 times the dynamic value. For compression failures the
effect of dynamic instability, such as column buckling, as a function
of rate of loading has to be determined in order to assess whether a
static equivalence can be applied. For combined loading conditions,
the determination of the predominant directional force or combination
of forces which result in failure is needed.

e Perform airplane full-scale tests to verify analytical procedures.
The test condition ideally should encompass at least one candidate
crash scenario, result in fuselage underside crushing, floor damage,
seat failure and possibly occupant inju:y. A Ground-To-Ground impact
onto a 6 slope at 100 knots forward velocity would appear to be severe
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enough to provide significant damage and cause occupant injury. This r51
test condition is similar to the L1649 crash test impact conditions.
However, this type of test requires protrusions such as pole or mound

* to ensure fuel spillage and breakaway of the landing gears prior
to slope impact. An alternative test impact condition is an air-to-
ground accident type. It would appear that a flight velocity >126
knots and a sink speed in excess of 20 ft/sec with a nose-up pitch
attitude (>60) could be extremely severe on the aircraft. of concern
on this test are 1) the failure mode of the landing gear, 2) the
potential for fuselage breakup and 3) a need to induce fuel tank
rupture. As noted in the air-to-ground hard landing analyses, this type
of impact condition may not induce significant longitudinal loads.
Thus, an overrun onto a sloped embankment while the airplane still
has substantial forward velocity will most likely be necessary. Prior
to the test, the potential impact conditions should be analyzed and
parameterized to bracket anticipated results and, if necessary, alter
the planned impact conditions.

Of prime importance is the need for a procedure to relate the crash

environment pulse to seat test procedures. The results of this study

illustrate a viable approach which utilizes state-of-the-art airframe

analysis methodology combined with test results from an easily defineable

test pulse. That procedure in step-by-step form is:

1. obtain seat failure modes from a test process

2. Calibrate an analytical seat model with test data

3. Perform analysis to produce crash environment pulses

4. Analyze crash pulses using calibrated seat model to

determine failure potential of occupied seat (I cg attachment f
tension/compression, seat pan deformation, excessive lap belt
load, occupant motion)

5. Use calibrated model results to equate to a standard pulse;
i.e., step, triangular, trapezoid, etc.

In this manner, a series of arbitrary pulses each with a different peak G and

shape can be compared with regard to critical behavior as produced by the

standard pulse.

9-24
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SECTION 10

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

1. Crash Environment Analyses

A. Floor pulses obtained from candidate crash scenarios range in
direction, magnitude and duration as a consequence of variations5 in impact conditions and response locations.

B. L1649 crash test floor pulses in the longitudinal aft direction
(forward inertia) are less than 9g static and equivalent to <5g
dynamic step pulse. The longitudinal forward (aft inertia)
direction floor pulses are small (<3g transient). The equiva-
lences for vertical-only or combined loading conditions need

to be determined.

C. The larger vide-body aircraft are expected to show floor pulses
with magnitudes which are lower than the corresponding pulses
for the smaller narrow-body aircraft. The actual amplitudes
for floor response are strongly related to the amount of
fuselage underside crush and ground flexibility or friction.

D. The floor pulse shape, in addition to the peak acceleration
value influences seat-occupant performance.

E. Floor pulses for seat test requirements should be determined

for conditions which preclude fuselage breakup and separation.

2. Seat-Occupant Performance

A. The differences between static and dynamic test results obtained
during the FAA-CAM transport seat test program were primarily
due to differences between static body block and anthropomorphic
dummy designs.

B. For the longitudinal-only (-Gx) loading condition, the primary
failure mode is that of rear leg tension. This type of failure
should not be affected by rate of loading. Thus, a static
equivalence for -Gx loading is appropriate for this condition,

provided body block design improvements are achieved.

riz 10-1
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C. Performance of seats under combined longitudinal-lateral and
longitudinal-vertical-lateral loading is degraded primarily as
a result of track failure or leg pull-out from the track due to
the introduction of side loads. Floor warpage is less signifi-
cant than side loads in degrading seat performance, and more
difficult to quantify.

D. Validation and calibration of analytical transport seat-occupant
models with test data are feasible and practical approaches with
which to assess seat-occupant performance during the crash
environment. However, additional test data are needed to bracket
seat performance and calibrate analytical models.

Figures 10-1 and 10-2 illustrate some of the salient conclusions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Analyses

" Refine KRASH analytical methodology to enhance the treatment of i
all aspects of candidate crash scenarios including columnar
impacts, combined loading effects and initialized aerodynamic
loading.

" Investigate the refinement of transport airplane KRASH analytical
modeling with regard to optimum fuselage mass segment representa-
tion as a function of airplane size, scaling parameters, airframe
shell deformation and floor warpage.

" Validate KRASH two and three-seat/occupant representations with
test data. Combine with an existing validated occupant model
to improve occupant motion simulation.

* Extend KRASH analysis of candidate crash scenarios utilizing
section, segment or airframe data and with measurements from a
full-scale crash test.

2. Experimental Verification

" Perform substructure, section and/or airframe tests to provide
substantiation of mass/size scaling trend premises and extend
validity of crash scenario analyses.

" Perform additional seat tests to

a) Develop a complete envelope of seat performance for a standard W

pulse
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3 b) Vlidate and calibrate analytical seat-occupant representation

c) Perform. complete evaluation of crash environment floor pulse
severity envelope.

Perform full-scale crash testing to verify analytical capability
vith regard to impact environment, airframe integrity, floor
response and seat-occupant performance.

I
U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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16. Absta

Transport aircraft candidate crash scenarios were analysed with Program KEASH.
Aircraft floor pulses and seat/occupant responses are presented. The study included
1) an evaluation of L1649 measured floor pulses during a six-degree slope impact
test, 2) an assessment of mass and size effects on the peak responses, 3) analyses
to determine responses of wide-body aircraft candidate crash scenarios, 4) an eval-
uation of FAA-CAM passenger seat test results and, 5) an assessment of seat
performance during potential crash environments.

Results of the study showed that: 1) Longitudinal-only pulses can be repre-U sented by equivalent step inputs and/or static requirements, 2) the L1649 crash
test floor longitudinal pulse for the aft direction (forward inertia) is less than
9g static or an equivalent 5g step pulse. Aft Inertia accelerations are extremelyI small (<3g transient) for representative crash scenarios, 3) a viable procedure to
relate crash scenario floor pulses to standard laboratory dynamic and static test
data using current state-of-the-art analysis and test procedures has been demonstrated.
Floor transient acceleration pulses in the vertical, lateral and combined loading

* directions need to be analyzed with regard to seat-occupant performance .using cali-
brated analytical models, and 4) floor pulse magnitudes are expected to be lower for
wide-body aircraft than for smaller narrow-body aircraft.

Reco mendations are presented with regard to extending current analysis capa-
bility and performing additional tests to support and verify analytical methodology.
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Crash Dynamics. Analysis, Math Model, through the National Technical
Floor Pulse, Set-Occupant Response, Information Service, Springfield, VA
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